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SELMA: Topic Of 19 Negro Newsmen At White House
Chicago Daily Defender editor and publisher John H.
Sengstacke, and other newspaper executives, conferred
with President Lyndon B. Johnson in a Ps•hour session on
Selma, Ala. and other subjects. A spokesman for the publishers, all members of the National Newspaper Publishers

the
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Association said the unusually long session covered such
diverse matters as the Viet Nam crisis, the proposed voting rights bill which the President is preparing for presentation in Congress next week, and wass and means of peace-
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Memphians Unite In Selma Protest March
FBI Nabs Memphian In
St. Louis Hotel On
Bank Robbery Charge

St. Louis. Mo., last Friday and Pecitarrested by the FBI. He was His attire was the same as
said to have had only $20 on that which the robber was wear
him at the time of his capture., ing when he took the nearly
The stick-up occurred 00900 from Mrs. Brown.
Monday, March 8, at about Insp. Zachary said that after
1:20 p.m., when a young man, Ford was apprehended in St.
described as in his late teens or Louis he admitted that he was
early twenties came into the guilty of the crime. He told
loan company office, pointed a them that he had bought one
sawed-off shotgun at Mrs. pair of shoes before he left
Grace B. Brown, one of the Memphis, and bought some othcashiers, and then made off er clothing with the loot.
"As far as we know," Insp.
with $889.
Zachary said, "it was a oneARTICLES FOUND
Insp. N. E. Zachary, head of num job."
the Robbery Division at Police In checking out Ford's backheadquarters, said that his offi- ground, one FBI agent said it
cers and FBI agents later found'was discovered that the youth
the clothing that the suspect had two sets of friends, one
was wearing at the time, the the intellectual type, and the
gun that he used, and a hack- other made up of delinquent
aw which he used to shorten young people.
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-MISS JUBILECT"—Miss Jacquelyn Houston, a 10-yearold honor student at Booker T. Washington High school,
holds a bouquet of carnations after receiving the title
of "Miss Jubilect of 1965" for the Memphis Cottonmakers
Jubilee. Miss Houston won her title in a talent contest
held at the Auditorium last week. She will receive a scholarship, an all-cotton wardrobe, and participate in activities
of the Cotton Carnival in May. (Withers Photo)

Rev. James J. Reeb, the Uni-'violence and bloodshed on Neversalist minister who died in gro Americans last .Sunday,
I ,March 7, in Selma, Alabama,
a Birmingham, Ala., hoc
and to protest the brutal beatlast week from head inju
received in a beating in Selma, ing of the Rev. James Reeb of
was remembered in Memphis Boston, who died two days lalast Sunday afternoon with a ter.
memorial service that was "We deplore the wholesale efheld in Confederate Park and fort to prevent Negro Ameria march that terminated on cans from dramatizing their
the steps of the new Federal desire to register and vote in a
building on Main St.
march to Montgomery by the
More than 600 persons, with governor of Alabama and the
inure than 100 whites, gathered barbaric acts of the state poin the park for the service, with lice and the people," he explainministers of all denominations ed.
participating. A number of Uni- Rev. James Lkwson, pastor
tarians and students participat- of Centenary Methodist church,
said the presence of a number
ed in the march.
Some curious whites gather- of whites in the group of Need near to observe the pro- groes let him know that Selma
ceedings, and one middle-aged was not a "Negro problem, but
white man drove past the gath- l a human problem."
ering several times with an "We are engaged in a cenoversized Confederate flag fly. tury of revolution," he stated,
ing from the back of his auto- "and Selma, Alabama is a part
mobile, but he finally withdrew, of this revolution. Progress
must be measured by the length
INSULTS DROWNED
A few insulting remarks a- of the club that hit Jim Rath
bout the assembly were made over the head."
from cars, but they were The crowd was told that while
drowned out by the singing persons in Memphis are satismarchers, carrying signs, most fied with the progress being
of them stating, "We Shall O- made here, there is a danger
that in five years the city will
vercome."
Serving as master of cere- have more segregation than
monies for the program was was evident ten years ago.
FIGHT FOR JOBS
Rev. E. Paul Beavers of the
The minister said that he
A ME church.
After Harold Whalum led the sometimes considers the possigathering in the singing of "My bility of Negroes organizing in
Country 'Tis of Thee," and an guerilla bands to seek their
intercessory prayer was offer- rights, hut that he discounts
ed by Rev. T. J. Lightfoot, that type of action when he reRev, S. A. Owen read scripture calls the words of Mahatma
and Rev. Peter J. Crawford ex- Ghandi, who said that to imiplained the purpose of the tate evil is to multiply It.
"Our Local Fight for Jobs"
meeting.
Rev. Crawford, pastor of A- was explained in a speech by
very Chapel AME church, said, Dr. Vasco A. Smith, Jr., before
"We are here in these grounds the march to Main street and
made sacred by the brave men then to the Federal Building.
who have gone before us to dis- The march was not only observplay our Christian compassion ed by agents of the FBI, but
See ASSEMBLE, Page 2
and protest the unwarranted

Dr. C. Eric Lincoln On
European Lecture Tour

Prof. C. Eric Lincoln, a for. doctorate, is traveling for the
mer Memphian who has been State Department as a specialworking at Brown university in ist in race relations and social
Providence, Rhode Island, as an change.
since His work at Brown university
intern
administrative
is financed by a grant made
last September, left the U .S.
to him by the Fund for the
last Thursday for an extended Advancement of Education of
Chapel CME church,
Coleman
of
pastor
Higgins,
L.
S.
Rev.
raall
of
MEMPHIS—Memphians
lecture tour of European capi- the Ford Foundation.
MEMORIAL MARCH IN
Rev. S A. Owen, pastor of Metropolitan Baptist church and
ces assembled in Confederate Park last Sunday to protest
tals.
Upon returning to this counCrawford,
G.
Peter
Dr.
right,
top
At
Smith.
James
Rev.
the brutality shown Negroes in Selma, Ala., on the previous
Dr. Lincoln, an international- try he will undertake a short
gathof
purpose
tells
church,
AME
Chapel
Avery
of
pastor
Sunday and for a memorial service for Rev. James Reeb,
ly known sociologist, and au- tour of American colleges as
ering. In center photo left, students lead in singing of free- thor, wrote "The Black Mus- visiting scientist for the Ameria Unitarian minister from Boston, who died from injuries
prayer.
in
bow
heads
dom songs, while In center right, some
lims in the United States," a can Sociological association.
received in a beating from four whites. In photo tap left,
At bottom, left, a small child is seen leading one group of definitive study of the indigeprominent Memphians are shown arriving early for the
marchers toward Federal building. Others are seen as- nous Negro Muslim followers of
service. Included are Lt. George W. Lee, Det. Tom Marsembling in front of building at right. (MLR Photos)
Elijah Muhammad, and "My
shall, who was on duty for Memphis Police department,
Face is Black," an account of
the Negro masses in this country.
Preessor Lincoln, whose leeeditors held in the World's Fair press turelour has been arranged by Scores of college seniors preWhittier A. Sengstacke, Sr., were some 75 publishers and sion, the publishers and
room. Speaker for the occasion the U. S. State Department, paring for teaching careers will
general publisher of the Tri-leditors of the National News- visited the John Russwurm
will read a paper at an interManhattan Bor- was Senator Jacob Javits.
take the National Teacher ExState DEFENDER, and Mrs. paper Publishers association, school, where
B. In outlining the three-day pil- national gathering of scholars aminations at LeMoyne College
ISengstacke, were among the who were received in Washing. ough President Constance
from grimage to the birthplace of the at the American Institute in this Saturday morning, March
nation's most influential Negro ton, D.C.. on last Thursday by Motley presented a plaque
kept on Negro press, Frank L. Stanley, Paris. After Paris he will lecnewspaper publishers who paid President Lyndon B. Johnson the ppblishers to be
permanent exhibit at the school. Sr., president of NNPA and ture at 10 other European capitribute last week to John B. at the White House.
The examinations are prepublisher of the Louisville De- tals, ending his tour at Reyki- pared and administered by EdUL LUNCHEON
The two-day pilgrimage in
Russwurm, the country's first
javik, Iceland.
espeis
it
think
"I
said,
fender,
Negro college graduate and New York City was in tribute The other events included a
Dr. Lincoln, who is a gradu- ucational Testing Service in
founder of the first American to Russwurm's 'Freedom's National Urban League lunch- cially significant that Mr.
Princeton, N. J.
of LeMoyne college, Atlanate
publisher
was
who
Russwurm,
Negro newspaper in New York Journal."
eon at the Commodore Hotel.
All LeMoyne seniors prepar.
newspaper,
Negro
the
of
first
uniUniversity
ta
Boston
and
Following a luncheon with and the presentation of RussCity 138 years ago.
ng to teach are required to
On the Russwurm pilgrimage Mayor Wagner at Gracie Man- wurm awards during a service
versity, where he received his take the tests.
See TRIBUTE, Page 2

Tribute Paid To First Negro Editor In U.S.
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Citizens Protesting Murder 600 Assemble In Park

Jerry Ford, Jr., of 390-13 Wel- the barrel of the gun.
lington at, was on his way back "We know where he got the
to Memphis on Monday to face gun, and who loaned him the
a bank robbery charge, only hacksaw," Insp. Zachary said.
one week after he was reported On the morning after the rob/o have held up the Mutual Fed. bery, agents were in the vicirat Savings and Loan associa- nity of the finance company
with a picture of Ford.
ion of 588 Vance ave.
The Memphis Police Depart- At one establishment the ament and agents of the Federal gent placed the photograph on
Bureau of Investigation were a table and asked, "Do you
at the hold-up scene only a few know this man?"
hours before they had a lead -Oh. no!" an employee cried
which sent them looking for out. ''Not Jerry!"
young Ford, 23.
The agent had visited her on
Ford was found in a hotel 10 the day of the robbery, and she
bad not been able to furnish
. •
any information.
IN VICINITY
lier co-worker was asked If
she knew the suspect, and she
replied that she did, and that
the last time that she had seen
him was less than an hour before the savings and loan association was robbed.
She replied that she had seen
him across the street from
where the hold-up had taken
place, and said that he had both
hands in his pocket at the time.
"One of the reasons that I
noticed him," the woman steted, "was that he was standing
at a spot just beyond where the
JERRY FORD
bus would normally have stop-
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stacke, Memphis Tri-State Defender. Thomas Young, Norfolk Journal and Guide. Longworth Quinn, Michigan Chris..
ice. Mildred Brouil, Omaha Star. Dr. Carlton B. tioodiett,
San Francisco Sun Reporter and T. C. Jervev, Wilmington
Journal.
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ably removing the civil rights demonstrators who invaded
the White House in a ail-down denionstration." Other editors and NN.PA publishers present were president Frank
L Stanley, Louisville Defender. Whittier Alexander Seng

Scores To Take
Teacher'sExam

Support The Struggle By Registering To Vote:
'Register To Vote When You Buy your Car Tag.
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l'age

sociate professor of music, will
perform along with other profOssional acts.
Proceeds from the Pagdant,
estimated to be in excess of
will go to the Bishop
scholarship, modeling assign- 910,000,
Building Fund.
ments, and numerous personal College
Bishop college, located in
appearance engagements,
Dallas, is one of the oldest col- Mk
BISHOP TO BENEFIT
is Ns'
The nationally famed Bishop legs in Texas. The Pageant
AmeriCollege choir, under the direc- produced by Miss Tan
tion of J. Harrison Wilson, as- ca, Inc., of Dallas.

l'Miss Tan America'To
Be Crowned In Dallas

Assemble

of Rev. James Reeb was given
by Father Joseph Leppert.
prayer was offered by Rev. No.
Continued From Page 1
by a number of Memphis po- komis Yeldell, minister of the
Christ.
lice officers in uniform and in Vance Ave. Church of
Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor
plain clothes.
On the steps of the Federal of Mississippi Blvd. Christian
Building, a speech in memory Ichurch, gave the benediction.

. GOOD CREDIT
BAD CREDIT
NO CREDIT
BEEN IN WAGE
EARNER
BANKRUPTCY?
NEED A CAR
WE HAVE A FINANCE
PLAN FOR ANYONE
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
LOW WEEKLY & MONTHLY
• NOTES

'Tribute
Continued erom Page I
was also the first Negro to
!graduate from an American colThe newspaper is an edu1 lege•
cationalinstrument, It is appropriate that it should attract
those persons who are entitled
to seek out and import the
truths of our times.
! "The observance of National
Negro Newspaper Week and
Russwurrn's Freedom
John
Journal should serve, in these
troubled times in our history,
to call to the attention of all
Americans the historic efforts
Negro-edited publications have
exerted to advance the cause
of democracy."
'Without

Sauce

SEE OR CALL
.1141t. YOUNGER

CHURCH KING AND QUEEN—The Peute.
costal Temple Sunday School at 229 Wellington announces the election of their Valentine's King and Queen. Shown wearing their
crowns are Thurman Jones and Gwendolyn

"The Miss Tan America Pageant," tho' first nationally coordinated Negro beauty pageant, will be held in Dallas,
Texas, April 7-10, and local, regional, and state winners are
now being selected in 66 cities
to compete for the title of
"Miss Tan America - 1965."
The girls will be judged in
three categories — talent,
evening gown, and swimsuit—
with emphasis on talent. The
eliminations and semi-finals
will be held in the Statier-Hilton hotel on April 7-9.
The final Coronation Pageant
will be held Saturday night,
April 10, at the Dallas Memorial auditorium.
The girl named "Miss Tan
Irwin. The royal court includes: (seated America — 1965" will win a
rom the left) Princess Alma Goosby, Prince screen test, recording contract,
Anudrew Riley, Princess Pamela Fitzgerald
and Prince Ivory Walker. All are members Soaring Success
of the Sunday School at Pentecostal Temple.
To keep production schedules
ia line, a Phoenix company is
delivering vital parts by parachute, reports Industrial Distribution, McGraw-Hill publication. In inaccessible areas, valuable time is saved by this
"drop in" service.
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Spaghetti (the kind you eat)
plays a key role in the space
'program by helping to make a
ceramic insulator for a weld- Monday called for the passage "This is no time for disunity Members of the Early Grove
when we
ing torch. The torch resembles of a voting rights bill and urged and shame at home,
Starts Sat., Mar. 20
our Baptist church and wellwishers
a washer with tiny evenly- his fellow Southerners to speak 'face in Asia a stern test of
ONE BIG WEEK!
spaced holes around the ring. out in order to head off more moral fiber and our firm high of the Memphis metropolitan
To form the small holes, spag- violence in the field of race rd purpose," the Memphis Con. area observed Funders' Day at
MIRE DO
MOTORS
gressman said in a speech on the 3:30 hour on Sunday, March 0000
hetti sticks are inserted into the lotions.
GIRLS Go
the floor of the House.
plaster mold which forms the
14, with the Training Union di- WHIN Dow bwurr
.95 So. Louderdale
TO NI Sao
insulator. The mold is then!
Congressman Grider, a mem- recting.
at Union
! oven-baked. During baking, the
ber of the House Judiciary Charles H. Ryans, President
smoke,
'spaghetti goes up in
Committee, pledged his support of the Sunday School and Bap526-6325
Ileaving only the holes.
guaranteeing an end to racial tist Training Union of Memdiscrimination at the ballot box. phis was the featured speaker.
is equally as Using the theme, "Enriching
HOBBS, N.M. — (UPI) — A He said that it
important for all men of good- Christian
through
Progress
Negro woman who said she re- will to break their silence.
Christian Education," he chalassasthe
of
membered hearing
enged the listening audience to
TAKE COURAGE
sination of Abraham Lincoln
greater participation both in"The brute in policeman's lividually and in group enshortly after it happened died
garb, the bomber, the murder- deavors in order that the stathis week in Hobbs.
er, the ludicrous, white-robed
purpose of the church misMrs. M. Mary Jimmie Hurd redneck—all take courage from ed
sion be accomplished.
she
that
died
said before she
our failure to speak out.
Spearheading the inspirationcould not remember exactly "As they always have, they al phase of the program were
shathe
into
back
slink
will
said
but
born,
was
she
when
Mrs. Lillian Lobbins, general
if we, the great majority director of Education and Mrs.
he was at least 109 years old. dows,
Southerners, who James A. Lewis, president of
moderate
of
Mrs. Hurd said she was born love our land, and revere its
the local organization.
in Hill County, Texas, and was real tradition of gallantry and
MAIL THIS COURON FOR
is the
a slave during the Civil War. fair play, will but break our Rev. Lee A. Mullen
She said, in an Interview sever- silence. Until we do, we shar.: minister. •
al years ago with a reporter their guilt," Congressman Grifrom the Hobbs News-Sun, that der said.
she remembered she was car- Rep. George W. Grider last
rying a load of firewood to her Southern Congressman to speak Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release
house on a Texas ranch when
out on the voting issue since formula puts It to work Inshe heard the news of Lincoln's the events of Selma, Ala. .. stantly to stop throbbing
toothache pain,so safe docdeath. He died in April, 1965.
Plus
tors recommend It for
The News-Sun said its investeething
MURDER
tigation indicated Mrs. Hurd's
RIDES
1284 JACKSON
275-8451
estimate of her age to be cor-i
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World's Most Spectacular

Centenarian
'Dies In N.M.
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SUMMER
SPECIALS
ON AIR CONDITIONERS
both CENTRAL :
& WINDOW UNITS :
FREE ESTIMATES
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• & APP. CO.

WOOLWORTH'S
Vivid Garden Beauties!

ROSES
Expired
Patent

ROSE
BUSHES

Church Seeks
Housing For
Youth Meeting

The South Central Confer-,
ence of Seventh Day Adventist
will hold its annual Youth Congress in Memphis from April
16-18 at the Melrose High
school auditorium, and some 500
persons from out-of-town are
expected to be here for the
services.
Persons living in the Orange
Mound area, and other parts of
the city, are asked to contact
members of the housing committee to inform it if they have
rooms which can be used by
delegates during the meeting.
The public is invited to attend the meetings, which will
include talks by some of the
leading officials of the denomination. The meeting will be climaxed at a choir contest to be
held on Easter morning.
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BUSH ROSES
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• Pink

Each
• 2-Tone

• Red

• White

PLANT NOW FOR THE BEST
BLOOMING RESULTS THIS SPRING!
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Solve Your Problems •
With a Small, Lew Cost
Real Estate Loan
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just in time for
your Easter services...
NEW MODERATELY PRICED
HAMMOND SPINE I ORGAN
If you want an Organ
In your Church —
Th•re Is a WAY You
CAN HAVE ONE
WE WILL TELL YOU HOW TO RAISE FUNDS FOR YOUR ORGAN'
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Stagecrafters To Present
Play In Bruce Sunday Nite

3

Elk Scholarships To
Be Given 43 In '65

T h e nationally acclaimed Elmer L. Henderson is gen- who plays "Sylvia."
Fourty - t r e e scholarships regional oratorical contests,
will be granted by the Elks to but to give
Stagecrafters of Lincoln Uni- eral chairman of the produc- The Stagecraters have won
the $1,000 grants to
tion.
Mrs. Le Eleanor Bensor aclaim throughout the Midwest
students from 36 states, the each state
rsitY. Jefferson City, Mo., rewtnners.
is chairman of the souvenir and South. Their performance
Bahamas Islands and Africa
n to Bruce Hall on the Le- booklet
committee and Mrs. here Sunday evening will mark
in 1965, according to a recent Among those who have reMoyne College campus this Myrtle Crawford is in charge the first
announcement of George W. ceived scholarships from the
leg of a tour including
Sunday evening, March 21, at of ticket sales.
Lee, Grand Commissioner of organization in the past have
stops at Grambling, La. and
been the five plaintiffs in the
Education.
Tyler and Houston, Tex.
8 to present Ugo Betti's three- CAST OF FIVE
1954 Sepreme Court case out"In collaboration with the
act tragedy, "Crime on Goat "Crime on Goat Island" will INTERRACIAL CAST
lawing aegregaltion in the pub'Grand Exalted Ruler Judge
Island."
present a cast of five under di- The 'Crime on Goat Island'
lic schools, the Little Rock
cast is interracial. The setting
,Hobson B. Reynolds," he said,
rection
of
Dr.
Thomas
Pawley.
The players presented "The
Nine, Autherine Lucy, first Ne1"a program has been formuis a room in Agate's house on
Technical
directors
are
Tony
Ugly American" here last year
gro to enter the University of
lated to add these additional
Goat Island, Italy, and the time
C.
McCoy
and
Ronald
Fiddler.
before a packed house.
Alabama; Hamilton Holmes
scholarship grants to the 31
is World War II.
The Stagecrafters' appear- The touring company is comand Charlayne Hunter, of the
students already on the Elks
Action is set in a lonely house
ance here is being sponsored by posed of 25.
University of Georgia, and the
Scholarship roll."
the LeMoyne Alumni Club of Members of the cast are Carl surrounded by a barren, sunthree children of the late Sled Mr. Lee said, "No race or
gar Evers.
which Mrs. Ann L. Weathers Moore as "Edoardo," Joyce baked tract of heathland.
nation
is
great
or
illustrous
exis president. She said the alum- Jones in the role of "Pia," The play deals with one man's
40Th
I YEAR
cept
by
one
test
the
building
upsetting
influence over three
ni is making an all-out effort John Yeager playing the part
of great men; not great mer- This year is the fortieth anto fill Bruce Hall for this oc- of '"aeelo" Merriel Pruitt as lonely women who inhabit a
chants or traders or rich men, niversary of the Elks scholargoat farm.
casion.
"Agate" and Shirley Brittian
bankers, insurance managers or ship program, and among the
Agate is a woman who chose
directors of gas companies, but 1,240 students who have rele
the loneliness of a goat farm
great thinkers, great poet s, ceived Elk aid are men andl
!rather than city life. Sylvia is STAR IN 'CRIME ON GOAT ISLAND'—
are, left to right: 51(•rrill Pruitt as Agate,
great painters and musicians. women whose names are in toher daughter, and Pia is AgaThese Lincoln University Stagecrafters play
Joyce Jones as Pia, John Vaeger as Angelo TO EXPAND GRANTS
day's newspaper headlines.
ta's sister-in-law.
the lead roles in 'Crime on Goat Island'
and Shirley Brittain as Sylvia. The play is
Dr. Martin
"To this end we have ex- They in
Angelo is a war-time buddy
scheduled for Bruce Hall at LeMoyne College
being presented by the LeMoyne Alumni panded our scholarship pro- Luther King, Nobel Peace
of Agata's late husband, and
this Sunday evening, March 21, at II o'clock.
Club.
gram for the purpose of fi- Prize winner; James Farmer,
Edoardo is an old man from
lancing 43 scholarships per national director of the ConMembers of the interracial cast shown here
By ARNOLD B. SAWISLAK
lie did it by threatening to the village.
year, costing from $1,000 to gress of Racial Equality; Mrs.
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
take the job discrimination
$1,500 each, involving $54,000 Constance B. Motley, famous
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell has measure to the floor under ciryearly. There must be such a civil rights lawyer; Mrs. Dorofound a new weapon in his fight cumstances that would have
plan if we are to take care of thy Heights, president of the
for Negro equality.
our share of needy and deserv- National Council of Negro
disrupted Kennedy's carefully.
ing students, instead of just a Women and an international
Powell's club is his power as laid plans to pass more limited
Funeral
services
for
Mr.
YWCA secretary; and Mrs. Vel
few "
chairman of an important house
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
civil rights legislation.
P.
Lewis
of
1564
S.
Lovelace
Lt. Lee said that the Elks are Phillips, first Negro woman
committee to speed up or slow
0. W. Seibert Co., a New York now making plans to not only elected to the National Demodown bills President Johnson Before that, he openly refus- Bellevue were held recently at
diversified investing and op-.give scholarships to winners of cratic Committee.
ed to consider construction site the Spring li i I I Methodist
wants passed.
NEW YORK —(U P I) —Nee Farmer said that CORE mem- erating corporation, announced - - —
Church in Lexington, Miss.
For years, the liarlem Demo- picketing legislation sought by
Mr. Lewis, a veteran of gro civil rights leader James bers and members of the stu- it has rejected a' bid of the
e
crat's main weapon against ra- the AFL-CIO and backed by the World War 11, died at Kennedy Farmer threatened a second na- dent Non-% iolent Coordinating Southeast Mississippi
council Indust,ialDevopmn to build
cial barriers was his threat, White House until organized la- V Hospital on Feb. 20. Before tionwide march on Washington Committee plan to stage a
sometimes carried out, to at- bor itself took action to end ra- his illness, he was employed unless President Johnson orders march through the streets of additional facilities in that state
Sunday.alterYork City on
because of Mississippi's "treattach anti-discrimination riders cial discrimination. More re- at Sears, Roebuck and Com- federal marshals and FBI
gents to protect voting rights noon in protest to Alabama bru- merit of Negro American citito important legislation. Such cently, Powell has placed the pany.
zens.
A native of Holmes County, demonstrators in Selma, Ala. • tality. Ho said he understood
provisos quickly became known same price on his cooperation
alaia Wojciechowska, author given annually since 1922 for
as "Powell Amendments," even with labor's ardent desire to re- Miss., he attended school there Farmer, national director of another march %timid be staged In response to a letter from of "Shadow of a Bull," and the "most distinguished AmerMrs.
Cis
,
married
to
..
the Mississippi agency request- Beni Montresor, illustrator of ican picture book" went to the
the Congress of Racial Equality, in Selina at the same time.
s hen Powell did not otter tneni. peal the Taft-Hartley Act sec- and was
41) Congress made the Powell tion that empowers states to ette Moore Lewis of Lexintgdn, said CORE chapters throughout "The I'resident has not lived ing an opportunity to discuss "May
May I Bring a Friend?" have internationally renowned scene
Miss.
"the
industrial advantages of been named winners of the designer and illustrator, Beni
the nation have been alerted to up to our expectations in Sel'nendment obsolete last year, enact "right-to-work" laws.
are
his
Other
survivors
southeast
Mississippi,"
Herbert
•
•
prepare for a call Sunday for ma," Farmer said. "We Save
however, when it wrote into the
s American Library Association Montresor.
Eliza Lewis; three a march on the nation's cspital. to keep up pressure even to B. Pearl, president of the SteCivil Rights Law a fInt ban on Just before Congress started mother, Mrs.
N e wb erry and Caldecott Selection of the award winI bert Company, said, ". . we
brothers, one If the call is issued, he said keen our friendu hnnn,t"
sisters,
seven
discriminatory use cil federal work this year, Powell held a
- - awards for the most distin- ners in made by the commit•
would have no interest whataunt, one uncle and a host of the march would be set for earfunds.
Specifically, Farmer asked ever in locating one of our ()ti- guished children's books pub- tee from nominations submitnew conference at which he relatives and friends
ly next week.
ted by school and children's
But this did riot-leave the con- combined criticism of the newthe Johnson administration to erations in Southeast MiSels- lished in 1964.
troversial New York Congress- ly-enacted "War On Poverty"
Announcement of the awards librariaas from all areas of the
order federal marshals and F- stepsman without leverage. Since with a strong complaint about
131 agents to make arrests in "The actions of the white was made at the llarvard Club United States, The Memphis
1961 he has been chairman ofl the small number of Negroes in
Selma and elsewhere is the citizens of that area are rep- of New York City where Daniel Public Library has copies of
the House, Education ant La- top federal jobs.
,South for civil rights violations. ugnant to us, with respect to Meleher, son of the late Fred- all winners and the runnersbor Committee, wh;ch has jurHe also urged administration the treatment of the Negro eric '.G. Melcher, original donor up.
Powell did not say he would
isdiction over much of Johnfor a bill introduced by American cnzens in your state," of the medals, was host for an
drag his heels on the legislason's Great Society program.
announcement party.
4 Miners Killed
Rep. William Fitts Ryan (D- said Pearl,
tion necessary to authorize conPowell and Johnson have had
'N. Y.), to make it mandatory
Mrs. Sara Wheeler, assistant
tinuation of Johnson's anti-povno serious disagreements to
on the President to establish
professor, School or Librarian- JOHANNESBURG, South
erty program, but the message
Safecracker
date, and the Congressman has apparently got
federal registrar of ices whereship, University of Washing- Africa — (UPI) — Four minthrough anyway.
not used his power to block im- In
A panel of LeMoyne students ever they are needed ir the
recent weeks, the office of
SUSANVILLE, Calif _wpf) ton, Seattle, made the annouce- ers — three Africans and one
portant administration bills.
will discuss "extremism" be- South and to limit voting re- — Lassen County officials say ment as chairman of the New- European — were killed in a
economic opportunity has an.
But he has dropped some hints flounced
fore an assembly in the Brown- strictions concerning age, resi- they may have to call on an berry - Caldecott Awards com- rockfall at the President Brand
a string of Negro apthat make clear his st illingness pointments to key
dence and sanity.
expert safecracker in a state mittee of Children's Services Mine near Walkon about 150
positions.
lee lecture hall at 1030 this.
to use his weapon if the need Powell has scheduled hearings
"I consider our nation is fac- prison to open the county,Division, which selects t h e Miles South West of Johannes19,
morning,
March
Friday
arises.
ing a grave constitutional cris- clerk's vault,
laward-winning books on behalf burg.
to start on the legislation
This situation is nothing new.
Miss Erma Jean Ezell, a sen- is," he said. "The federal go rSomeone closed it for theof the American Library Asso- Two other African miners
March 29.
High-ranking members of Conwere badly hurt. The cause of
ior, will coordinate the pro- ernment has not lived up to its first time in 30 years, and no-!clation•
gress have exercised we power At the same news conference
The John Newberry medal, the fall was unknown
body knows the combination
gram which will attempt "to responsibilities "
Powell
said
he
had
received
to gum up the works until they
explore the thinking of right
their way since the early complaints from many parts of
wing groups such as the John
IliFS,s of the republic. But Pow- the country that local anti-povell is the first to use it in the erty projects had failed to inBirch Society, the Black MusL P. LEWIS
clude representatives of either
cause of racial equality.
lims and the Ku Klux Klan."
Powell used his power at least Negroes or poor people. He is
A symposium, scheduled for
Slim
Stays
pursue
this
One
durexpected
to
twice during the Kennedy Adthe following Friday, March 26,
ing
the
hearings.
"The
of
Moore
Mary Tyler
ministration. In 1963, he forced
will discuss "Progress of the
Powell got his money and Dick Van Dyke Show" on the State of Desegregation in Memthe White House to include a
ram-rodded
the
school
bill
Fair Employment Practices
CBS Television Network stays phis." Roderick Diggs, a sophCommission section in the Civil through the committee in four
becomingly slim by taking omore, and Miss Geraldine
days.
Rights Bill.
strenuous ballet lessons twice G ray (Miss LeMo ne) will be
in charge.
a week.
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Powell's Power, 'Big'
illayoff In Rights Fight

Final Rites Heidi
For L. P. Lewis

Moves To Set Up
Nationwide March

Rejects Bid
Due To Bias

Children's Books Selected By
Library Group For Two Awards

"

•

'Extremism To
Be Subject Of. ,support
tu ent Pane

•
IC

SPECIAL
PRE-EASTER SALE
TWO PC. SUITS
MADE TO MEASURE

10,000 Detroiters,
Leaders,March Again

OR

DETROIT — (UPI) — An-I dent Johnson and offer their
other march to protest the support.
The Detroit chapter of the
treatment of Negroes at Selma, Council of Churches said it
Ala., is scheduled Friday in planned Friday's march.
Detroit on the heels of one The 550 upperclassmen from
d when Gov. George Eons. the Roman Catholic Sacred
and Mayor Jerome Cava-!Heart Seminary walked five
h joined 10,000 persons on a 1 ss;,,s t join in the short pamarch to the federal building. flu"'
rade down the city's main
The spontaneous march was
s street to the federal building. ,
in
demonstration
the largest
Later workers at one Chrysthe nation against police treat- ler plant in the city collected
and
Selma
Negroes
at
men! of
$1,500 to be sent to the injured i
Drew church leaders, students, persons In the Selma incident.
labor and civil rights workers
and downtown Detroit shoppers, businessmen, clerks and
secretaries to the march.
Romney said he left his office in Lansing,. Mich., to join
the march "to do what we can
to see that what happened in
NEW YORK — (U P I) — BisSelma doesn't happen again."
Former Gov, John Swainson, hop Reuben H. Mueller, presa legless veteran of World War ident of the National Csuncil of
II and accompanied by his Churches, aid the task of assurwife, Alice, also walked in the ing rights, such as Negro voting
10-block march to the federal rights in Alsbama, is a "chrisbuilding.
tian responsibility."
Romney, Cavanagh and Dr. "The task has just begun,"
G_Merrill Lenox, executive di- he said. "We rejoice that ber of the Council of Church- tween 500 and 600 churchmen
e., and United Auto workers from all parts of the country
official, Nelson Edward pre- have already arrived in Selma."
sented U.S. attorney Lawrence "People of all religions perGubbow with a statement ex- ss sion
the Bishop continued,
'"
pressing the concern by Detroit '"'-"must commit themselves to
citizens over "the deplorable work constantly for the achieve"We urge you to transmit ment of basic human rights for
our feelings and concern to ,,, people. In our society the
the attorney general, urging a°
.s among the most
right to rote'
that he also transmit them to important
of these rights."
the
statement
President,"
the
lie called on leaders of the
said Gubbow said:
protestant and orthodox church"It's a sad day in America es to encourage their members
when you see in the newspa- to "pray and to work more inpers pictures of youngsters be- tensively by non-violent means
ing taught how to protect for the realization of the right
themselves from police offiicers. Ill didn't have to be be- to vote
"Though the eyes of the nahind this desk, I would have
lion are focesed upon Selma."
joined you," in the march.
never forget
Romney, who was to be in he added, let UR
securing rights
Washington attending a Repub- that the tesk of
to each and every
lican leadership coordinating is a challenge
This, in
cfcil meeting, said he would person in every church.
the council to appoint a a very real sense, is a Christian
,
reiponsibility."
d e egation to meet with „T.'east-

Bishop Says To
Aid Negro Is
Christian's Duty

1691

In South Africa

$49" "
PANTS — MADE TO MEASURE
$16"

UP

COLETTAIS TAILORS
129 Beale St.

4 Ds
Dr., F.P.,
Air

1958 MERCURY
4 Dr., Solid White,
Runs & Drives Like New

1963 MERCURY
S.S., Sport Coupe, R.H.
Automatic, Fact. Air, Bucket Seats

1961 FORD
2 Dr., H.T., Gal.
R.H., Automatic, Sharp

1962 DODGE

880 Sp t. Coupe,
Solid Red, R.H., Automatic

1959 OLDS.
2

Dr., NT., R.H.,
Red Interior, Automatic, White Wall Tires

1964 CHEV. IMP.
S. Coupe R.H.,
(4 Speed) Tronsm

1961 PLYMOUTH
4 Dr., R.H., Automatic,
Power Steering, One Owner

1956 PLYMOUTH
2 Dr., R.H.,
Automatic Transrn , 6 Cyl.

1962 BUICI
Electra 225
Full Power, Bucket Seats

$1395
S495
$1195
$895
$1595
$1095
$1195
$995
$395
s1995

SKELTON & SWEPSTON
USED CAR SUPER MARKET

2348 Lamar

324-3516

DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN • 90 PROOF • t00% 6RAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS • W a A
suer, LTD. • Disimetneo BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY

525-9395 .

ARTISTIC HOME REMODELING
1961 OLDS. 98

Gilbey's
Gin,

GARAGE - DRIVEWAYS
DENS And PAINTING
FREE ESTIMATES

CHUCK HUTTON CO.
1961 PLYMOUTH
BELVEDERE 4 Dr. Sedan
VS-Automatic Tram, Radio, Heater.••

NO JOB IS TOO SMALL

SILAS HINES
1209 Greenwood St.
946-7063
PECIAL ISSUE! THE YalItif; STARS IN SPORT'

SPORT

•

1960 DODGE.
PIONEER 4 Dr. Sedan
VS -Automatic Trans., Radio, Heater.••••

1958 FORD 2 Dr. Sedan
6 Cyl., Std. Trans" Radio, Ileafer.

845

$495

1962 PLYMOUTH
BELVEDERE 4 Dr. Sedan
6 Cyl., Auto Trans., Radio, Htr. AIr Cond..1095

MAGAZ I NE

•
Tony ConIgHaro

tikt o
i

mm Had
Dean Chance
Jerry Lucas
Charlie Taylor
Ron Ellis
COSSIUS Clay Randy Matson
Rico Carty
Jack Nicklaus
Bill Bradley
Pete Gogolak
Don Schollander

Every month, enjoy a bigger, better, more scion-packed SPORI'Go?'
in-depth profiles, exclusive ,nterviews and
color photogr Kph s.
Alnil

SPORT
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FOR SPORTS. VOW ON SALE!
he

1960 DODGE
STATION WAGON
V8 - Auto. Trans., Radio, Heater, P.Stec.

895

1170 Union Ave.
PH. 275-8143
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Thinking Out
Loud

!Historic Church Has
An Energetic Pastor

"It's no secret what God can education there. After gradua...
lion he entered Texas College, ;
do."
received
This humble motto has guid- Tyler, Texas and
ed the ministerial career of Bachelor of Arts degree.
:
Illinois - born Rev. William Matriculating at Gammon
'
Smith. In the span of his short Theological Seminary, Atlanta,
with •
life with faith in God, love for Georgia he graduated
B. D. degree.
the
with
honors
he
work,
hard
and
brethren
the
has become km,am by contemporaries as one of the most
successful and respected religious leaders in Memphis and
Shelby county.
The church he administers
. . . Collins' Chapel, is one of
the larger congregations in
metropolitan Memphis and possesses a history dating back to
Pre-Civil war days.
Before coming to Tennessee,
he held pastorates in the states
of Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. Upon transfer to MemWearing
church, at left, with members of his family.
phis he served as director of
Addl.
t rowns as "Mister and Miss Junior Usher," are Terry
Christian Education, First Episson, Jr., and Miss Margaret Armour. Runners.up at right copal District under the direcare Miss Minnie Tompkins and Marcellus Perkins.
tion of the Bishop B. Julian
,Smith, resident bishop of the
Christian Methodist Episcopal
Church, with further service at
Rock of Ages CME Church of
Memphis.
All Colors end Color
The Methodist Church was!Women; Mrs. S. L. Higgins; Rev. Smith, a native ChicaCombination.
represented by Mrs. Robert Mrs. Ida Tipton, President, goan, received his public school
edges for U.S.,. and
Organizations
Fiegal, Mrs. James Green, Mrs. Women's Society CME Church;
Mrs, Eva Rev. H. H. Jones, superintenJames Noliner, Mrs, M. W. Mrs. H. H. Jones,
CHURCH fllANITUR3
Strong, dent of the Memphis District,
Puipito, Peas, Conan. Tables
Drake and Mrs. Ellen Rosser. Walker, Mrs. LaGurtha
and Mrs. James Byes.
Methodist Church; Brigadier
LOCAL WOMEN
Lowest Prim Available
was Mrs. Purdue, Memphis - Nashville
WRITE FOR fllE3 CATALOG
Local officers of church wom- Also in attendance
women,
of
dean
and
Rev.
Penn,
Mark
Army
Salvation
Area,
en's groups in attendance were
Jackson, Ten- S. L. Higgins, minister, Cole- SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
Mrs. D. S. Cunningham; Mrs. Lane College of
701 N St., N.I. 55 Whitehall IL W
nessee.
man Chapel and church editor Woeltlegton 3, DX, Atlanta 3, Georgia
0. C. Suttles, treasurer, MemDefender.
the
Tri-State
of
were
present
ministers
phis Council of United Church Local

01

Church Editor

Rev. Higgins

11-41.•••••••••••••••••••••10114•••••••••••••••••••
WAR — THE CURSE OF SIN
It would seem that the rulers of the world are even now
preparing for that great day and that final battle. Never Was
there such a mad rush in the building of war machines. Statesmen, sensing this world situation, where war preparations are
filling the minds of men and hate is filling the hearts of men,
have seized upon this Bible term "Armageddon" and feel and
declare that the world is rushing on to such a fate.
They are right. Just such a day and such a fate is rapidly
approaching., The cry of peace on the one hand, the universal
!
preparation for war on the other is a sure sign that we face
Scripthe climax of earth's checkered career. For as says the
suddenly
ture, "When they shall say, Peace and Safety; then
with
HONORED AT TEA—The junior ushers of the Mississippi
destruction cometh upon them as travail upon a woman
Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist church climaxed their effort
child and they shall not escape," 1 Thess. 5:3.
for the church building with a Pre-Spring Musical Tea held
SIGNS OF THE TIMES
"But recently at the Atlanta Life Insurance auditorium, and the
However, the comforting and precious words follow,
overtake guest of honor was Tom Ray Armour, an elder of the
shall
day
that
that
darkness,
in
not
are
ye, brethren
of peace heard
you as a thief", 1 Thess. 5:14. Indeed, the shouts
and noisy preparedimly and indistinctly above the clanging
magnitude.
tions for war constitute a sign of the first
signs of
Christ is near at hand. This is one of the major
Women Nashville, Tennessee.
in the clouds The United Church
Jesus
of
appearing
the
of
harbinger
a
times,
the
met in session Others were Mrs. Clay York,
Tennessee
of
God thus acquaints
of heaven, "with power and great glory".
March 11-12, 1965 at Evergreen Church of God; Mrs. Herbert
opportunity to prepare
man with His pains and affords him an
Presbyterian church, with the Oakes, Episcopal; Mrs. Wilspoils but this is Memphis Council serving as liam A. St. John, Presbyterian;
for that coming. Men fight wars to divide the
even though host. The sessions marked the Mrs. W. B. Purdue, Salvation
not necessary as we have been plainly taught, and
Annual Meeting Army and Mrs. William R.
seventeenth
there is preparation to be made.
in a contempo- Wmterbottom, United Church of
setting
a
with
SIN
OF
G
DIVESTIN
-,
the rary society looking to the Christ.
than
other
none
is
man
of
demanded
n
That preparatio
Society.'
.through
'Great
.
.
Jesus
through
life
new
a
renunciation of sin and
cleansing it from Theme, "Laity in Mission"
His Spirit dwelling within the heart and thus
kind of prepara- was popularized through Chrisall sin and unloveliness. This is an individual
and World
whole, He saves tian Social Relations
tion; for while Jesus died for the world as a
Mrs. J. M. Patter,
by
Relations
him
, "let
men indvidually. "Whosover will" is the admonition
Jr. of Memphis and Mrs. E. C.
let him come
take the water of life freely". "If any man thirst,
Price of Kingsport. Resolutions
er believeth in and recommendations were set
unto me and drink; for he died that "Whosoev
but have ever- forth in detail and with clarity
him should not perish (through hate and war)
in support of first class citizen.
lasting life". Rev. 22:17—John 3:16.
of war nor unseat ship for Negroes everywhere Sunday, March 14, was
While you and I cannot stop the chariot
one form of warfare and especially in Selma, Ala- significant day for Christian
the Lords of HATE in battle, there is
Methodism in the Memphis
against the love of bama.
fighting
cease
can
we
..
.
that we can check
The Rev. J. Edward Lantz, area. The Mt. Pisgah, Coleman
man.
of
d
God and eternal brotherhoo
executive director, Southern Chapel and Pillow Street CME
surrender to
You can throw down your arms; you can
Office of the National Council churches fellowshipped in joint
God loves you. This of Churches stated in his pri. festival service with a harvest
God; you can love your fellowman even as
do; through such a mary address, "That the Na. theme. "Bringing in the
is the wisest, the best, the noblest thing to
with self) is won. tional Council cannot sit idly Sheaves."
surrender the batte of all battles (the battle
with God by while American citizens of The service climaxed a servSuch a surrender is not only the road to peace
d, now is the Ike- color struggle for what is right- ice series in the annual finanbut with SELF. Do it and do it now .....Behol
!fully theirs and a part of their cial effort of the Steward Board
salvation."
rented time, behold now is the day of
!heritage.",
in meeting its annual budget.
•••••••••
The financial goals of the
I 150 PRESENT
The meeting consisting of re. church were to be implementports. resolutions and seminars ed by $1,000; this goal is exwas attended by more than 150 pected to be accomplished in
women from all parts of the this climaxing service.
state cheered wildly the com- The program was designed
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ANenue spon- ments made by Mrs. Earl D. as a community service proBEULAII BAPTIST CHURCH, 2407 Douglass
CLUB Thomas, vice-president of the ject with the installation of a
GLEE
SENIOR
sors the MANNASSAS HIGH SCHOOL
outthe National YWCA as she deplor- public address system and
to
extended
is
in concert Sunday at 4. A cordial invitation
existing conditions in the side neon church sign and coned
public. Mrs. Sarah Collins is president.
"home of the brave and the secrated with the memorial,
Lauderdale, will be
land of the free." Mrs. Thomas "YE ARE THE LIGHT OF
MT. OLIVE CATHEDRAL, Linden and
IL CANTORIUM SING- spoke from the subject, "The THE WORLD."
the scene of a musical recital, with the
4. Miss A. B. Phillips Christian Laymen's Response The primary speaker was
ERS as featured artists on April 11, at
-Chairmen.
the Rev. D. S. Cunningham, I
Co
to the Great Society."
the
are
Johnson
Beatrice
and Mrs.
minister of Mt. Pisgah and the
denominaI
and
CHOIR
nal
SENIOR
Jurisdictio
CHURCH
THE COLEMAN CHAPEL CME
pulpit administration was under
present
Sun.;
tives
representa
on
Street
tional
Wells
650
will be guest of Trinity CME Church
the guidance of the Rev. S. L.
guest on the Annual Choir!were Mrs. Thelma Anderson
day, March 21, 1965 at 3:30 p.m. as
Higgins, minister of Coleman
N.
Gladys
Mrs.
AME;
Willis,
Mrs.
minister of music and
and choral
Day program. Mrs. Mirene Hall is
Norris, CME; Mrs. Glen Car- Chapel, with choirs
ons
Ida hIcLin is president.
penter, Christian and Mrs. 0. groups of both congregati
EN'S!L. Smith, Lutheran, all of featured in musical renditions. I
THE MEMPHIS AND SHELBY COUNTY CLERGYM
11 in the headUNION of the CME Church will meet Tuesday at
Vance. Rev.
664
District,
Episcopal
First
the
of
quarters office
L. Higgins, secretary.
D. T. Alcorn is president and Rev. S.

CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS

Back Drive In Selma United Church Women

Three Churches
Meet To Climax
Drive For Goal .

ADD TO YOUR
LOVELY BLUE FLORAL
OVENWARE SET
THIS WEEK!
Redeem the Valuable Ovenware
Coupon in your Big Star Mailer every
week for savings on this beautiful
Ovenware. 8th week Coupons good
thru March 23rd.

Church Announcements

ATTENTION
WOMEN

[need money?
ize.'

LOOKING FOR A JOB
Interested In Making Money
Stop Looking You Have Found It
Call or Write The

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
JA 6-8397 BOX 311

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

SAVE
• •••••
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MIDWES
FOOD STORE

!MN AT YOUR
•1 CART HOME SAVINGS!

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient •
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

FINER FOODS FOR FEWER DOLLARS PLUS
VALUABLE QUALITY STAMPS!
Redeem This Week's Coupon
Add this piece to your
Blue Floral GLASBAKE

OVENWARE SET

Murdock
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

H s

INC.
248 Vance Ave.

2 QUART
1
2/
OVEN•PROOF

MIXING
BOWL

TAILORS

JA 7-9320

Memphis, T
'YOUR Compoey Makes Whet Yee Ask For And
Creates What You Think or'

REDEEM YOUR COUPONS
The Quality Stamps coupons in your

AUTO LIABILITY - - COLLISION 1
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If you want the lowest rate for drivers under 25
If you are clean and tired of high rates
If you have lost your license
It you are about to loose your license
If you need an SR-22 filing at once
.11 you need free help, advice, quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
526-2381 or 526-5149

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
Memphis, Tenn.
635 Miss Blvd.

TI

Big Star Mailer are worth 3100 Extra
QUALITY STAMPS . . . so redeem each
and every coupon for over 2 full books
of Quality Stamps . . . Favorite Gift
Stamp of this entire Section of the Nation!
8th week coupons good thru March 23rd.
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Civil Rights Post On
0E0 Goes To Yette

BETTER BUY AT

HERFF
FORD
• 2450 SUMMER

Sargent Shriver, director of (Ohio) "Journal Herald" newsthe President's war against paper before going to Washingpoverty, has announced the ap- ton in 1969.
pointment of Samuel F. Yette, Shriver also designated the
35, as Special Assistant for agency's deputy director to be
Civil Rights in the Office of Employment Policy and ConEconomic Opportunity.
tract Compliance Officer.
Mr. Shriver said that Mr. OTHERS APPOINTED
Yette will assist him in co- Jack T. Conway, who is ternordinating all 0E0 civil rights porarly on leave to work with
matters and work with the dep. the AFL-CIO, has been serving
uty director to insure fair em- as 0E0's deputy director. Durployment throughout the anti- ing his absence, Lisle C. Carpoverty program.
ter, Jr., 39, assistant director
Mr. Yette, who helped or- for Inter-Agency Relation, is
ganize the agency's Public Af- acting deputy director.
fairs division, formerly worked Carol Thomas, 34, an 0E0
with Mr. Shriver as executive contract specialist, was named
MISS CAPLEVILLE was crowned recently during alool,(1
Student Coucil; Shirley Rubin, Miss Intermediate, and Phil
secretary of the Peace Corps. deputy contract compliance ofA native of Harriman, Tenn., ficer,
homecoming festivities observed by CaplevIlle High School.
Tuggle; Arletha Murdock, princess, and Parnell Golden.
Mr. Yette was city govern- Together they are responsiLeft to right: Johnny Payne and Callie Crawford, princess;
The Homecoming festivities also honored the victory of
ment reporter with the Dayton ble for 0E0's compliance with
William Trice and Dora Mitchell, Miss Junior: Miss CapleCapleville Cavaliers over the Geeter Dragons, score: 80 to
Executive Orders 10925 and
34 (Henry Ford Photo)
vile, Beverly Marie Allen and David Craft, president of the
11114 and with the Civil Rights
LOS CABALLEROS
Act of 1964 requiring non-disMembers of Los Caballeros
,"Miss Senior Belle" contest are Hones Crowder, president; crimination in Federal employment and in programs
I were presented.
Sidney Ford, first vice presi"Mr. Senior" finalists were dent; Larry Coleman, second where Federal funds are used.
isenneth
Robinson, Gartner vice president; James Knight, The current 0E0 budget of
Curry, Albert Flowers, Loren- secretary; Archie Willis, chap- 748.2 million is financing anti'so Forrest, Leroy Baker, Krrol lain; Lonnie McGhee, Melvin poverty programs in all of the
Johnson and I4avy Matthews. Holmes, Elmer Wren, John 50 states.
Contestants for "Miss Senior Williams and Mark Bishop.
Belle" were Deborah Greene, Also Flenoid Aldridge, Jr.,
Joyce Branch, Carol Adams, John Cooper, Joseph Tate, WilAre You Troubled Wth
Kathryn Taylor, Diane Hankins liam Woods, Tony Cox, ReeThe student body of Hamilton hearts" held at intermission. "Miss llonorlite;" Mamie and Sandra Sintpson.
vance Gates, Errol Johnson,
High school selected Miss Ca- T h e participants included Smith "Miss Spanish Club;"
LeRoy Baker, Odell Dailey,
due to hyperacidity and acid
rol Adams as "Miss Senior Anita Stewart, "Miss Los Ca- Madlyn Curry, "Miss Debu- EXCITING MOMENT
The
most
exciting
moment
indigestion? Why use those
Perry, Otis Smith and
Melvin
Richmond,
Belle" and Leavy Matthews as balleros:" Madelyn Cooper, tante;" Geneice
of
the
&ening
occurred
when
Townsend.
Vernon
nine old Ant-acid tablets?
"Miss
Social Science;" Patri"Mr. Senior" to reign as "King "Miss Checkette;" Sandra
Why not try something sew
and Queen of Hearts" at a Reins, "Miss Y-Teens:" An- cia Dixon, "Miss Nobleman;" the mistress and master of Miss Debroah A Thomas is
Just wade for this purpose?
Littlejohn, "Miss ceremonies, Barbara Tabor sponsor of Les Dames Char"Parade of Sweethearts Ball" nette Tabor, "Miss Sr. Hi Longenia
Chandler, and Melvin Holmes, announced mant, and Thomas Doggett
sponsored recently by Los Ca- Physical Education Depart- FBLA;" Marsha
UNNAY GAS TABLETS
the
winners,
and Miss Carol sponsor of Los Caballeros,
Thomas, "Miss Jr. High Glee Club;"
Barbara
balleros and Les Dames Char- ment;"
give prompt relief this new
"Miss Student Council;" Char. and Thrikle Birson, "Miss Les Adams and Leavy Matthews Miss Adams, current "Miss
mant.
way. They combine six powmoved forward from among Senior Belle," is a member of
The gala affair was held in lean Johnson, "Miss Co-De- Dames Charmant."
erful Ingredients for—quick,
the finalists to received their 12-2 homeroom, the Debutante
the school gymnasium with light."
convenient
relief.
After
the
"Sweethearts" crowns from Miss Irma Keith, Society, the Dance Group and
music furnished by the Es- MORE SWEETHEARTS
Send $1.00 with your name
their
president
of
Made
entrance,
finalists
Les
Dames
CharScience
Social
club.
She
the
quires. Various clubs partici- Also Rubye Smith, "Miss
and address to
pated in the "Parade of Sweet- Checkmate;" E v a Tharp. for "Mr. Senior" and the mant, and Larry Coleman, vice will be presented this spring
president of Los Caballeros.
LINNAY PHARMACEUTICALS
as a Kappa debutante.
They were crowned and seat- Leavy Matthews, "Mr. Sen343 Avon Ave. Newark, N.J.
e'd on thrones as tribute was ior," is a member of NobleN01 a ill receive your
them
during
a
waltz,
paid to
package immediately.
man, the glee club, Los Cabal"Let Me Call You Sweetheart." leros, Kings and Queens, BaMembers of Les Dames Charmant are Irma Keith, president; Ruby Smith, vice president Elizabeth Hill, secretary;
Priscilla Brown, assistant secretary; Barbara Tabor, treasurer; Joyce Parson, Mary
Fielda, Brenda Foster, Catherine Miles, Beverly Edwards,
Mickens, Bobbie Massey and
Rose Hayes.
Also Dorothy Russell, Frances Scales, Patricia Allen,
Helen Helton, Mary Irby,
Thirkle Burson, business manager; Margaret Edington, Betty McNeil, Vivian Williams,
Shirley Turner, Nina Bryant,
Joyce Bryant, chaplain; Anita
Tharpe and Clara Carter.
rons and Baronettes. and is
sweetheart of Co-Delights."

THE MUSTANG
IS HERE
See The All New
1965 MUSTANG
Now On Display

MUSTANG New Fastback
2+2 (above) has Joined the Mustang

Carol Adams, Leavy Matthews
Reign During Sweetheart Ball

Hardtop and Convertible

1PULPIT
NS

s end Cider

r Ushers and
tratiena
iNITURE DEFT.
s, Corm.Tables
sin Available
FREE (515106

NO MONEY
DOWN*

GAS PAINS

Trod.-Ins Accepter'

UNIFORMS I

lahen ft.. I.W.
re 3, Georgia

NO MONEY
DOWN
$295
'511 Olds
4-dr. Hardtop.
$39!
'57 Imperial
$39!
'57 Ford
Retractable, V-8, automatic
$49!
'58 Ford
4-door V-8, automatic. ant
owner.
$59!
'60 Ford
V 8, automatic. Loaded.
$295
'58 Cher.
Good shape.
$79!
'59 Buick
Electra. A cream puff.

PICTURE YOURSELF
IN A WIG WAM WIG

TRUCKS
'64 Ford
$1695
F-100 V-8 Custom Over.
drive.
60 Ford
$795
Pick-up. Low mileage,
like new.
'56 Ford
$495
V-8. Sharp.
$395
'56 Dodge
Solid.
'64 Chev.
$1895
El Camino. V-8. Automatic, air cond.

very
ul
ood

Cat
Column

F: w R I TE'

INSURANCE

1963 Spyder
$1395

KING AND QUEEN OF HEARTS — Seated on thrones in
the Hamiton High school gymnasium after being crowned
"Miss Senior Belle" and "Mr. Senior" are Miss Carol
Adams and Leavy Matthews. The students were crowned
at a ball presented by Los Caballeros and Les Dames
Charmant.

4-in-floor.
Like new.

1964 Galaxie
$2095

r

Hardtop. 390 engine.
Straight stick. Overdrive.

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS

1963 XL
$1795
390 engine.
4-in-floor.

1963 Galaxie
$1595
"500". 390 engine.

1962 XL
Convertible
$1495

LATE
MODELS
"500". Loaded.

'63 Ramb. $1395
Classic. Air cond., power
steering.

HAS YOUR INSURANCE BEEN
CANCELLED?
Have You Lost Your License

Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

'63 T=Bird $2695
Full power, factory air.

We have The Plan You Need
Call For Inquiry Today

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
THAT'S HARD TO PLACE

Call or Come In Today.

'64 Galaxie $1895

GENERAL

DO YOU NEED PREMIUM FINANCED?
LET US HELP YOU

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

4-in-floor. 390 eng.

1
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'63 Ford . $1595

Lowest Rates For Drivers Under 25
SR22 FILING
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
BONDS ARRANGED
NOME OWNERS PLAN

Country Sedan. Loaded.

WRIGHT GROCERY
o ego
o
coo°

'62 Buick . .$1195
4-dr. Sedan.

'64 Dodge..$1595
One owner, like new.

'62 Falcon . 8895

0

Deluxe Sedan. Automatic.

'61 Ford . .$895
retrials "500". One owner, low mileage.

FRESH MEATS - FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Bus, Phone 948-4678
Your Card Will Not Be Punched For Seer And Cigarettes
FREE $2.00 MERCHANDISE
Your card will be punched for every $1.00 you
spend. When your card is punched out in full
you will receive the amount shown above.

'61 Falcon . . $795
Automatic. A cream puff.

a
0
0

WRIGHT GROCERY

'60 Mercury $795
Automatic. A cream purr.

0 0 0 0 S.) 0 0.0
ONLY WRIGHT-HAVE THIS CARD

Up to 36 Mos. on Above

MACKREL
PEACHES HUNTS Sliced P303, — 5 Cons
RICE RICELAND — 3 Lbs.
EGGS Grade A Small — 3 Doz.
GREEN BEANS 10 O. — 5 KO- Frozen
948-4678
1679 Kansas St.
15 Oz. — 5 Cans

HERFF FORD
2450 Summer
Phone 458.1151
•If You Qualify
aesme

See Us
Before You Buy Your Plan
Personal Property Clothing,
Furniture, Jewelry, Etc.
If You Aren't Satisfied With Your
Present Plan—See Us Today
30 YEARS Of INSURANCE
SAM PLOUGH
INSURANCE COUNSELOR
525-1262
109 MONROE ST.

Call Today For A Free Home
Demonstration Prices Starting At

999
'
WIG WAM OFFERS AN ASSORTMENT
OF HAIR PIECES-PONY TAILS,
WIGLETS, TURBUNS
For the busy summer months just
around the corner. Look your
loveliest at a moments notice. If
you've been golfing, Swimming or
relaNing in the sun. You won't
have to pass up those social 'parties
or social events just because you
can't make it to the beauty, shop.
The Wig Warn Wig is beautifully
styled, ready to go whenever and
• wherever you want to look your
best

Wig Warn Offers A
Convenient Layaway
Plan With No
Handling Charges
NO MONEY DOWN
NOTES AS LOW AS
$2.25 PER WK.

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
94 SO. MAIN

525-1433

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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GOP In Turmoil
The recent effort to patch up
the differences among top Republican leaders is not bearing
lasting results. A new outbreak
threatens to rekindle the feud
that was supposed to have been
smothered during deliberations
at the party's pow wow in Chicago in January.
The cause is a drive by Goldwater forces to install Wirt Verger, Mississippi state chairman,
as head of the Republican state
chairmen's advisory committee
when Ray Bliss, incumbent Ohio
chairman, becomes chairman of
t h e National Republican Committee.
The Republican state chairmen's conference is a t ernly
against this move. They want
Craig Truax, Pennsylvania
chairman, close to Gov. William
Scranton, who is a prominent
1968 Presidential prospect.
Midwestern leaders also are
opposed to Verger. Foremost
among them is Michigan Gov.
George Romney, another certain
Presidential aspirant. Only Nevada's state chairman, and the
Southern Republican state
chairmen's conference are pushing Verger.
They argue that with Bliss.
midwesterner, taking over the

n a ft onal chairmanship, the
"South" and "West" as personified by Yerger, should replace
him as head of the state chairmen's advisory committee.
This argument seems to ignore the sad fact that despite
Goldwater's extraneous gesture
toward Dixie last fall, the Republicans w ere barely able to
capture five Southern states.
There is therefore no mathematical ground on which to rest
the Yerger case.
And those who oppose his elevation to state chairmanship of
t h e Advisory Committee are
quite right in saying that he
represents t o o narrow a factional base to hold a forefront
GOP office.
The Northeastern Conference
found unanimity among its
members in their negative reaction to the selection of Verger
under any and all circumstances.
Whatever final action is taken, the intra-party fued seems
destined to remain a distressing
feature of the Republican Party. So long as the Goldwater
forces continue to play a role in
the shaping of the party's
national program, so long will
the GOP remain divided an d
confused.

The Asian Conflict
Though U. S. military operations a r e being stepped up in
Viet Nam, on the whole the
American people have not yet
been told the full story about
why we are involved in the conflict in that corner of Southeast
Asia.
Meanwhile, t here seem to
have developed two factions in
Congress and among the lay
public: one that calls fora larger scale of operation and another
that insists on complete withdrawal of U. S. forces. The former view holds fast to the belief
that any retreat by the United
States would amount to an indefensible surrender to the Communists in North Viet Nan,.
It is further contended that
American democracy cannot afford to lose face in Viet Nam,
lest we should abandon the natives, who are fighting for freedom a n d democracy, to their

ruthless enemy. And that a
victory is necessary to bolster
both our position and our reputation as a great world power.
On the other hand, the opposition to this thesis feels sure
that a military victory by the
I]. S. and South Viet Nam is not
possible. The French tried it
with a committment of over
100,000 troops and failed some
10 years ago.
What seems far more ominous is the risk of a world conflict of unparalled ferocity that
the American involvement
Might entail.
This argument is the piece de
resiptance in the logic of those
who view with increasing alarm
America's presence in Viet Nam.
In view of these dark circumstances, it would seem wise for
Washington to in f orm th e
American people of what is at
stake in Southeast Asia.

Jackie
Robinson
Says
It's Going To Be Our-Ami
Not so many years ago, Negro people had a grim secrei
joke about the city of Miami.
One Negro would say to another: "I am going to spend my
vacation in Miami."
The reply would be: "It's
your-ami. Not mine."
What was meant, of course,
was that Negroes were aware of
all the brutalities and atrocities
committed against the Negro in
Southern communities and that
Miami had about as bad a record
on this score as any other Dixie

knew that Miami was a place,
for instance, where a Negro woman who tried on a hat or a
dress in a shop, automatically
became a purchaser, whether
she wanted it or not. They read
about t h e segregation which
baseball players had to face during spring training. So, it was
logical the Negro would say:
"It's your-ami, not mine."
As a former athlete, I have,
of course, had my experience
with Miami-style discrimination
in years gone by. However, I
have just returned from a two-
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Only In America
HARRY GOLDEN

Chess Players - Violinist
Why are the champion chess
players Jewish? And the violinists? I can make only on observation standing on one foot,
the psychologists will have to
take over from there.
The chess players in the United States include the stars Reshevski and Fischer. In the Soviet Union the three top men are
also Jewish, Betvinik Boleslavski, and Smislov. The Hungarian star is a Jew by the name
of Szabo, and so is the Argentinian, Neudorf.
Did the 150-year experience
in t h e European ghettoes encourage speculative thinking?
Or perhaps the need to be ready
always with some plan of escape?
But what about the violinists? Except perhaps for Zino
Francescatti all the other great
violinists, past and present were
Jews; Elman, Kreisler, Zimbalist, Heifetz, Menuhin, Szigeti,
Millstein, Isaac Stern, a n d of
course, Oistrach.
Pablo Casals tried to explain
it. He said Jews possess the
patience and the inbred toughness which are the necessary requirements to produce great
musicians. He added reflectively, "1 am probably t h e only
great instrumentalist in the
world who is not Jewish." Even
the two best known female violinists are Jews, Erica Morini
and Ida Haendel.
Nat han Millstein, too, has
tried to explain It, "In the ghettoes of Eastern Europe, the
Jews studied violin because
when they had to run for their
lives, it was easier to pick up a
violin than a piano."
All of which means that the
ancestors of the great Jewish
artists of the piano, Joseph Hoffweek trip to that noted vacation
spot and I am happy to report
that there is so radical a change
in atmosphere, so different an
attitude toward the Negro there
that I truly believe that one of
these days we will be able to
say that this city has become
"our-ami ;" by ours, of course, I
mean the Negro's as well as the
white man's.
The second week of my stay
here, where I was participating
in my annual fling at golf. Rachel and I were the guests of Dave
Levinson, owner of the Algiers.
one of the most luxury hotels
in Miami Beach. Dave extended
us every conceivable courtesy
and I couldn't help thinking of
the many times in past years
when I have been invited to
such luxury hotels and refused
to accept because I knew very
well that Jackie Robinson, the
celebrity, was being invited. not
Jackie Robinson. the individual,
the human being.
I knew that other members of

man, Rubinstein, Horowitz, and
Serkin, were greater optimists
than t h e forebears of Stern,
Millstein, Heifetz, Elman, Menuhin, and the others. Is this
not so?
*

•

•

WHAT OF OUR TEACHER?
Dr. Ernest 0. Melby, former
president of Montana State College, says, "Our teachers are
middle-class people with middleclass attitudes. They usuallydo not want to teach the culturally deprived and when they do,
their attitudes keep them from
helping the deprived child."
These teachers a r e also deprived. Deprived of the richest reward of any teacher, that
of helping to free good minds
to reach fulfillment. I recall
that great sentence from Don
Quixote, "The mountains breed
learned men, and philosophers
are to be found in the huts of
shepherds."
Genius is often born in a slum
but what chance does it have
without a dedicated teacher?
Here is the greatest opportunity
of the century for rewarding careers that no automation can
defeat and in which all change
is for the better.
* * •
BELIEVERS GREGARIOUS
The True Believer is out of
luck and feels frustrated at not
being allowed to join the Black
Muslims. The True Believer is
a John Bircher today, a Commie
tomorrow; he is looking into
Yogi and now and then takes a
fling at Zen Buddhism. The
only sect from which he is rigorously excluded is the Black
Muslims. He wonders if a few
treatments with "Man-Tan"
wouldn't get him past the bar
ricades.
my family would not be welcome, nor friends of mine. I
felt that I could not enjoy such
special privileges which would
be denied to just any other Negro American. At that time,
friends told me I was in the
wrong. They argued that my
acceptance of such invitations
would help to open doors for
others. All that was needed was
for these people to meet one Negro and they would begin to see
how ridiculous their prejudices
were. But, somehofv, I couldn't
go along with this, even though
it sounded logical.
Well, I got an entirely different
and rewarding picture this time.
In the pleasant days I spent,
both in Miami and Miami Beach.
saw courtesies being extended
to Negroes who were not celebrities. I saw them receive the
same kind of friendliness and
warmth that I received at the
Algiers Hotel. I saw them patronizing t h e restaurants and.
other places of accommodation.

The headlines in the news, as
reported on television and radio
in the early dawning, just about
the time most people are getting
up to go to work, seem to lean
heavily on crim e, accidental
deaths, air crashes, automotive
mishaps, fires, drowning, and
shooting wars like Vietnam and
the Congo.
When your clock radio goes
on and a strange voice comes
blaring into the drowsy air, you
think you are waking up to
nothing but a world of horror—
folks being robbed, raped, murdered, killed in triple c a r
crashes, jet pl anes
mothers at parties while children perish in fires, American
soldiers killed in Vietnam, missionaries eaten in t h e Congo.
Budget unbalanced, stocks falling. Weather forecast bad.
Temperature going down. Alarm
going off. Brrr-rr-r!
You doze a half hour more—
and the
depressing news
again! My
come on. Ala
hu le opinion is that for these
aw kening hours, perhaps from
live to nine there ought to be a
Cheerful Radio Events Station,
a Happy TV Newscast, to bring
one gently back to the waking
world. Nobody should have to
wake up to all the concentrated
horrors of life around the earth.
A Cheerful Morning Newscast, I should think would be a
real innovation of commercial
value to the mass communications media. If I were an advertiser or sponsor, I would take
air time at once to advertise my
product on such an early morning Cheerful News Cast. If the
violence and tragedies of life
came a bit later in the day after
one has had one's coffee, then
they could better be absorbed.
No wonder Americans are a
shook up people. Out of every
TV set and radio there pours
each morning enough had news
to shake up anybody. Of course.
I would suppress none of this
news. I would simply postpone
it until later when the psyche
can better absorb it than when
just emerging from a dream
world. In the old days before
prohibition, before the Depression, before radio and television,
you were hardly likely to learn
of had news (or any news) until
you bought the morning paper.
But by that time you had at
least had your breakfast and
were a bit fortified against what
criminals, arsonists, bad drivers, Africans, and foreign warriors were doing. Before our
time a century a g o, it might
take you a week to find out that
some great slaughter had taken
place in the Middle East and
that the British were slaughtering in return.
But now, news of a mass killing abroad reaches the United
States in a matter of a few minutes and, before you can slip off
your pajamas and get your bedroom slippers on, you become
aroused about man's inhumanity
In man—or who did what to
whom in Panama—or how come
the Russians a r e so Russian.
And why don't we go ahead and
clean up the Far East?. Also,
what are we going to do with
the Negroes. not to speak of the
Vietnamese?
One should not have to think
on such weighty problems early
in the morning upon just emerg-

ing from -sleep, without as yet
even an orange juice to restore
one's metabolism. As to crime,
at least let a man have breakfast before he learns how unsafe self-service elevators are
and who is the latest victim of
rape or robbery therein. Automation! Who invented push
buttons?
Everybody who is done to
death in a self-service elevator
dies as a result of the invention
of the push button. In the old
days of live elevator men, no
matter how old t h e operators
might be, muggers seemed allergic to them. But robbers are
not allergic to push buttons.
Push buttons are a contemporary criminal's best friends. Add
marijuana, cocaine, and heroin
to push buttons, and what a field
day you give the headlines.
The morning after the night
before is the worst morning of
all. If you have come home
after midnight a bit hang-overed, you start thinking about how
that stick-up that netted only
seventy-two cents might have
happened to you. Except that
you had seventy-two dollars in
your wallet, fool! Suppose a
stick-up man had gotten that!
And Vietnam? Just why are we
there, anyhow? And where is
Vietnam? And what exactly do
the Vietnamese want? American aid? O.K., even if our budget doesn't balance.
But so we have to give them
American lives, too? Who are
these men of ours dying in Vietnam? Draftees, or o I d army
men making a career out of the
armed forces? Or do we now
maintain a Foreign Legio n,
ready for trouble from the Congo to Asia? Do the Americans
in Vietnam want to be in Vietnam? And do they know why
they are in Vietnam? Do they
give a damn? At seven in the
morning, do you? Of course.
one should care about such
things at any time of day. But
before you have had your coffee, do you care?
Does the broadcaster reporting so briskly another American
helicopter downed over the rice
paddies, really care? Or is he
just reading off a news ticker
what he sees? Has he had his
breakfast yet? How early do
early morning newscasters have
to get up to newscast that early? Or are they taped the night
before?
Automation! Is t h e news
automated? That guy shot down
an hour ago in Vietnam—is he
still lying there while you get
dressed to go to work? Those
kids who burnt up in a fire at
5 a.m., have they got their little
bodies out of the ashes by 7
o'clock? That guy who got his
head busted in a self-service
elevator just after midnight. a
few hours ago, has the police
ambulance picked him up yet?
How is he doing in the hospital? Where is Tshombe? In
the Congo or in Paris? Is he
coming to the U.N. or going to
Cairo, or down to Johannesburg
to negotiate for more mercenaries? How big a pot does it
take to boil missionaries? is
Tshombe a cannibal at heart,
too? Can we balance the budget? Get up or you'll be late to
work. Get out and f ac e the
world man-

I could feel instinctively that
the general population of this
community has grown and deepened in their respect for the dignity of human beings. I will
not pretend t h ere aren't any
more problems in Miami Beach.
This w o U I d be an unrealistic
claim. But I do say that a long
step has been taken in the right
direction.
It was evidenced in the'splen-

did way George Jacobus conducted the annual city baseball
tournament. It was evidenced
during a big NAACP gala in
which I participated along with
such people as Dick Gregory,
Joe Williams and Count Basie.
To look out over that audience
and see how many whites were
inter-mingled, saying by their
presence that they supported
the fight for equality, was heartwarming.

4,
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DEFENDER'
Miss Smith.
Two girls on the panel were
absent. Mistress of ceremony
was Miss Leverta Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Aron Redd are
proud grandparents of a onemonth-old baby boy, Robert
Louis Floyd.
Mrs. Bessie Pickens, Mrs. C.
A. Garland, Miss Mildred
Brown, and Mrs. Pearleane
Billingslea attended the PickBy AL KUETTNER
line, went into the church to as those on the other side of
ens' Singing Convention the first SELMA, Ala. — (UPI)
— The dry out and get a few hours the barrier.
Sunday at Bethlehem Baptist length of
window sash cord sleep.
Church.
Was this just another Negro
was gleaming and taunt across The misery of
the demonstra- campaign, run by what the
Amount raised was $159. J.
Sylvan Street. The rain sluiced tors was
Bush of Pickens is president.
never more severe power structure calls outside
Rev. P. C. Gordon is pastor. down. Dawn broke grey in the than in the final hours of the agitators, namely Dr. Martin
sky
and
mud
soup
beenath.
School'
Goodman Elementary
ca mpaign.
Luther King, Jr., his Southern
basketball team is known as the! Standing before the light rope The sky opened to a
deluge Christian Leadership Confermost outstanding team in the a huddled plastic-covered knot of rain and lightning and thun- ence and viFiting clergymen of
of humanity was arrayed in a der
county.
snapped and roared over all faiths?
The team won the county,'disciplined box-shaped column, the scene.
The plastic covering The answer, uhether liked or
tournament Feb. 12.
following a cause that brought billowed
against a rising wind, not, had to be "no."
Goman Tigers played an in- them to this black belt town
which required the strength of For Negroes here and else.
itiation tournament at Milston, from 30 states.
all on the outside edges to hold where, this appeared to be the
Miss. The girls won that night.
They were waiting for the down.
The last county tournament
final revolution. Its finishing
rope to come down. By dawn it
was divided into two sections,
Discipline and tenacity, the touches were still years away.
was evident to anyone who
east and west. The east seclike of which veterans of the But here in the mud and rain
tion played Durant Attendance wanted to get wet enough to racial revolution could not re- the demonstrators knew it was
investigate that they or their
Center March 2.
call, possesses the demonstra- on and felt they had the stuff
Goodman girls were victors companions would stand before tors of Selma.
to keep it going.
the
rope
through
spring
rain Their soggy tents, wet
over West and Union school
blan- This time they had their
and
summer
heat
If
it
took
that
girls. The boys won over Union
kets and bleary eyes are their strongest support yet in the Inlong.
and Durant boys.
misery marks. hut after two tegration drive.
Coach John F. McGee was Periodically, as though by si- nights and a day of standing President Johnson, gravely
asked whether he thinks his lent signal, blanket wrapped before the
rope their determi- concerned, sent his personal
team would be the favorite.
bodies in the nearby Brown's nation was steady.
representative, former Florida
Ile answered yes, "because Chapel Church wriggled out of
The immediate goal is full Gov. Leroy Collins, here in an
I can depend on Jame's Wade." exhausted sleep, struggled upGoodman team was to meet right and walked out into the voter registration privileges attempt to bring a solution.
throughout the Alabama black Beneath the plastic, with vicTohuia Attendance Center Tues. rain to take the places
of oth- belt—named for the rich soil tory in sight, the knot of huday night to play the West sec. ers
beneath the plastic.
—where in two counties there manity stood in water that ran
tion as the season closes.
It was like sending substi- are no Negroes registered.
beneath their Improvised shelThe Goodman girls have won
13 games out of 16. The boys tutes into a football game, only Police across the rope, there ter.
which their march was not allowed. The "Berlin
Berlin (Germany) has its dividing line separating
in this one there were no time to prevent the symbolic march, "I love everybody," they
have won 10 out of 15.
Rope' which had been across the street was cut
east from west but so did Berlin when this photo
seemed as certain of the grit sang.
They also won five tourna- outs.
down by authorities as state's governor Wallace
was taken Sunday morning. Civil Rights demonments. Coach McGee says this
semer on Sunday, March 7, at Ramsey, Mrs. Esther Rolling, A.M.E. Church.
team is one of the best he has
deperted for a talk with President Johnson but
strators — their numbers beginning to dwindle
1 P.M.
A large crowd of friends from
Mrs. Georgia Pullman, Andrew
ever coached.
the sign remained.
— continued their virgil in a Selma (Ala.) street
Eulogy was by Rev. L. C. Frazier, Mrs. Hattie McCalpine, out of town attended the funMrs. Pearl Riley, and Mrs. eral of Miss Essie Lexon here
Walker.
(UPI Telephoto)
pausing at the "38th Parallel" the line beyond
Sunday.
Mr. Wyatt died Feb. 27. Ile Juanita Cole.
Arthur Braggs of Chicago is
AMERICA," a City Federation He used for his text the word day, Feb. 28, 1 o'clock. The
is survived by his wife, one
TRUSSVILLE
here with his sick brother,
presentation, was distributed "Rabbi,- which means master guests who shared in the celeson, one daughter, his mother
By
L.
R.
MEYERS
James Braggs.
among the following members; and is mentioned in St. John bration were Mr. and Mrs.
BATESVILLE
JACKSON
The New Bethel Baptist and father, six brothers, four
Mrs. F. A. Dobbins, Mrs. Marie 15:9.
sisters, 17 nieces and nephews, By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
Walter D. Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Church, of which
. . Penn, Mrs. Olivia Combs, Mrs.
By C. A. AGNEW
Rev. M. L.
and other relatives.
Rev. Jarrett was accompani- Forrest Smith, and Miss Joe Robinson is pastor, was
The Missionary Society met
Services for Mrs. Addie Reid Georgia Adkins, Mrs. Howard
host
ed by his wife and children, Ella Wilson.
Chambers Funeral Directors Friday evening at Bethel
to visitors throughout Sunday.
here held last Thursday at 1:30 Daniels, Mrs. Myrtle Moore,
Mrs. Willis M. Jones, Miss Glenn Elliott left Tuesday for The afternoon service which handled the funeral. Interment A.M.E. Church. Mrs. Maud
it Salem Baptist Church with Mrs. M. B. Monroe, Mrs. EsBobbie Jarrett.
Kandry, president, chaired the
Chicago to attend the funeral brought together sevral out-of- was in Lincoln Cemetery.
he Rev: L. S. Briggs officiatL telle Tyson, Mrs. Ovallie Good- Jeno, and
ng. Burial was in Walnut Grove rich, Mrs. Georgia Kelly Wis- Rev. Carter from Dyersburg, of 6.I5 sister, Mrs. Mittle Au- town visitors featured the an- Mr. and Mrs. Buck Tillman meeting. Rev. S. E. Mitchum
Cemetery with Stephenson.. dom, Miss Ora Ellington, Mrs. Tenn. preached at St. John stin. He was accompanied by town visitors feaeturd the an- are very proud of their 10- is pastor.
Mrs. Lillie Out- neal celebration of the Mission pound baby boy, John Tom The Bible Band met Thursday
,haw Funeral in charge.
Bell, Mrs. 011ye Curry, Mrs. Baptist Church on Sunday for his two nieces,
law and Mrs. Pearlie Ann Doss. Society, of which Mrs. Annie Hill Tillman, born Feb. 18, evening.
Mrs. Reid was a member of M. K. Smith, and two junior the Missionary Society.
1965, at their home. 2731 6th T h e Missionary. Society of
Salem Baptist Church and of members: Sharon Smith and Deal Anderson, who has been Charles E. Brown spent sev- Mae Hammon is president.
Bethlehem Baptist Church met NEW YORK — (UPI) — A
very sick for a long time, was eral days in New Orleans visit- Mrs. Annie Harris worshiped Ave. N.
the Woman's Missionary So- Wanda Monroe.
the validity of a
ing his sister. Mrs. Ella Mae Sunday at the Met. Zion Bap- Mrs. Tillman and her baby Friday evening at the church. decision on
able
to
go
to
church
Sunday.
ciety.
Mrs. Myrtle Monroe hosted
Mrs. Willie, president, chaired key murder confession rested
Jackson, who is ill.
are
doing
fine.
tist
Church
in
Springville.
Rv.
Everyone
was
glad
to
have
the hands of Brooklyn SuSurvivors include four daugh- the club on February 12th at
Mr. and Mrs. Jack fate, 3206 the meeting. Rev. J. C. Eck- in
T. C. Williams is the minister.
preme Court Justice Dominic S.
ters, Mrs. Agusta Small of Kyles Kozy Kitchen. Members Brother Anderson present, He
GOODMAN
wood
is
pastor.
Ave.
D,
are
the
proud
parents
Despite the inclement, cold,
Rinaldi.
South Bend Ind., Mrs. Ora enjoyed a delicious chicken is still not well.
By MRS. P. BILLINGSLEY
of a 7-pound 12-ounce baby boy. Rev. and Mrs. R. C. ScribJackson of Alton, Ill. Mrs. Lee plate topped with cherry pie for Mrs. Maggie Sinclair left Everyone enjoyed the Youth and snowy weather, services at Pedro Alonzo was born March ner attended services at New Rinaldi
decision
reserved
Saturday evening for Nashville, Day program at Goodman Bap- Mt. Zion A. M. E. Church, of
Etta Reid Manus of Chicago, dessert, tea and coffee.
after hearing the last of arguwhich live. L. J. Washington 1, 1965 in Dr. Durrett's Clinic. Ark on Sunday morning.
Ill., Mrs. Lucy Luter of Jack- Mrs. Mary Blair, president, Tenn., where she will stay, a tist Church last Sunday.
disputed
confesthe
ments
on
Mrs. Tate is at home and Rev. and Mrs. Albert St.
son, 10 grandchildren and 18 called for the Club Collect and few days for physical check- Theme was "Prepare Youth is pastor were well attended she and her baby are doing Clair attendec: services -at sion made and quickly repuand
immensely
enjoyed
Club Pledge. After the reading up.
great-grandchildren.
Today For Tomorrow." The
Friendship Church on- Sunday diated by George Whitmore, Jr.,
fine.
Services for Mrs. Annie Bell of last meeting's minutes by Miss Annie William, a life- program closed with an in- throughout Sunday.
he 20-year-old Negro who alGet well wishes to L. G. Mil- morning.
long
citizen
of
Newbern
a
a
d
Morgan were held at Macedonia the secretary, Mrs. Dobbins,
teresting panel forum on the
BESSEMER
ler Jr., Rev. J. B. Brown, Ar- Mr. and Mrs. Meach Newton legedly "confessed" and then
County,
died
Dyer
Monday
Baptist Church with the Revs. the club voted to buy a wheel
Important role youth plays in
By G. W. IVEY
ter King, Sam Riley, Mrs. Mat- and Mr. McNewton of Tucker- was cleared in the much-pubR. J. Page and W. M. Monroe chair for the Mission Home morning about 5 o'clock.
the home. Miss Debra A. Gar. Funeral services for the late tie Lumpkin, Mrs. Eliza Green, man, Ark., attended the fun- licized "carder girl murders"
She
was
a
member
of
St.
for
the
Aged
Cerro
on
Glass
Street.
was
in
Burial
officiating.
land; in the church, Miss Mil- Leon Wyatt were held at First Mrs. Baby Blackman, Mrs. eral of Mrs. Essie Lexon here of Janice Wylie and Emily HofGordo Cemetery with Bledsoe Mrs. Olivia Combs was se- Paul C.M.E. Methodist Church dred Brown; and the nation, Baptist Church of South Bes- Susie Barker, Mrs. Hattie Sunday evening at Bethel ed.
lected as club representative and at one time taught school
Funeral Home in charge.
"I told 'em anything to keep
Funeral services for Mrs. in the City Federation's "Queen in Newbern.
'em off my back,' Whitmore
A pianist since early childApple Jans Greer, 87, were Tea," an annual affair.
said.
held at Luray C.M.E. Church February 25th found the club hood, she played for her church
The confession in question bewith the Rev. A. L. Wade of- gathered In the house of Mrs. since her health began to fail
fore Rinaldi concerns the simficiating. Burial was in Mc- Louise Praither, 606 North A. A. Fisher is in charge
ilar knife slaying of a Brooklyn
Haney Cemetery with Parham Hays Avenue with Mrs. M. K. funeral arrangements.
cleaning woman. Mrs. Minnie
Smith serving as hostess. As is On the sick list are Mrs. Louis
Funeral Home in charge.
Edmonds. Whitmore testified
Services for John Edward usual, Mrs. Smith entertainet Anderson, Mrs. Lenora Wigthat confessions had been forcHopper who died in his sleep members with a most delicious glans, Mrs. Carrie Moffatt, Mrs.
ed from him with beatings and
at his home 910 E. 70th Street, menu, ending with satin smooth Aussie Wiggians, Mrs. Alice
threats.
Harris, and Mrs. Daisy Ivie
Chicago, Ill., were held here in lemon pie for dessert.
Whitmore told Rinaldi that in
Jackson at St. Luke Baptist After the business hour, the Vaughns.
being questioned in connection
Church with the Rev. C. H. hostess thrilled members with Mrs. Ever Moore from Chiwith an attempted rape in
Murphy officiating. Burial in a game for which the follow- cago came down Friday night
Brooklyn, he was locked in a
Montgomery Cemetery with ing members received prizes: for the burial of Charlie Sawy•
cell, beaten on the chest,
Bledsoe Funeral home in Mrs. Marie Penn and Mrs. era on Saturday.
stomach and back and threatRalph Douglas had charge of i
,• charge. Born and reared here Georgia Adkins.
ened.
in Jackson, he was a veteran Mrs. Penn received a cake, the burial arrangements.
of the Korean conflict and a Mrs. Adkins a loaf of homeJOHNSON CITY
member of the Baptist Church. made bread.
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Members gathered at the The final rites for Mrs. Julia
Gamma Alpha Omega and
Beta Chi Chapters of Alpha home of Mrs. Olivia Combs, 320 Dickson, who died in Dayton,
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. Stonewall, for a delightful Ohio, were held here f rom
presented their annual Foul'. breakfast meeting, March 6th. Thankful Baptist Church on the
der's Day program recently In Orange juice, country sausage, afternoon of Feb. 21. Rev. Bit.the Lane College Chapel. The crisp bacon. fluffed eggs and cheete, Jr. officiated.
Rev. James Cummings of In- hot rolls.
She is survived by one
dianapolis, Ind., was guest There was plenty of orange daughter, one sister, and other
speaker. The affair was well marmalade, strawberry and relatives.
30—Fismal• Help Wanted
peach preserves for the choos- Interment occurred in West
attended.
MAIII6 — N.Y. to NM wk. Tickets
Services for Lewis Reed ing, and real coffee.
Birchette
with
Cemetery,
Lawn
sent Jobe walling. M & M. AVE. 210
Poet Ave., WeetburE N.Y.
were held at Cain Creek Bap- Mrs. Combs, vies president, Mortuary in charge.
'
0
'1 list Church with the Rev. A. served in the absence of Mrs. Prof. Willington Evers, from
`s../ E. Freeman officiating. Burial Blair. After the business part Yazoo City, Miss., is now a
was in the church cemetery of the meeting, Mrs Combs teacher at Douglas High School
with Stephenson-Shaw Morti- presented an "Art Linkletter" In Elizabeth, Tenn.
game.
cians in charge.
Mrs. Louise Odell, from PasMrs. Canary has returned to Mrs. Monroe, Mrs. Bell, and saic, N. J., is here on account
Wonted to lb n retail adoirtletnil ID
her home in Detroit Michigan Miss Ora Ellington won lovely of her father, William D. Lee,
is. blunting market. We plY 26 loW
cent and xo per mat contract eomafter visiting her mother. Mrs. prizes. Mrs. Monroe, Mrs. Bell, being a patient in the Veterans
million on the dollar.
THE NEW 1 HI-STATE DEFENDER
Cary Long and attending the and Miss Ora Ellington won Administration hospital.
134 I. WELLINtiTON ST.
funeral of her uncle. J. P. Mc- lovely prizes. Mrs. Monroe was Rev. S. N. Rogers and choir
MEMTNIE. TRAMMEL'S
first prize winncr with lovely
Collum.
Church
Olive
Baptist
•••
guest bath towels. Miss Ening- of Mt.
Ill—Suburban. Out-edconducted the service at ThankThe Civic Pride Club has be- ton won a pair of lovely pillow ful Baptist Church on the night
Town Real Estate
gun the year with a series of cases, and Miss Beill drew a
of Feb. 28. The service was
DUPLEX ON 4 CITY LOTS NIL
interesting meetings. January rain scarf in a gold case.
Alt. IP, Fla. LOW taxes. Eine nigh
The following members were occasioned by the observance
28th found the members at
brd. all paved. oil St. Ineul morns.
of the 30th anniversary of the
weatherstrip.. It. I. (Whiter Nyholm.
Mrs. Pansy Dee Graham's, 324 present: Mrs. Florence Ward,
1022 N. Mohawk St. Clearwater.
Mrs. Myrtle Monroe, Mrs. Ma- gospel chorus of the church
Middleton Street.
Mrs. Lula Lee In the leader.
A delicious plate of turkey rie Penn, Miss Ora Ellington,
112. Spiritual advisors
and dressing, escalloped aspara- Mrs. Bell, Mrs. Estelle Tyson,
Mrs.
M.
K.
Smith,
Mrs.
Ovallie
gus, congealed salad, hot rolls
and tea was served, with pine- Goodrich, Mrs. Georgia K.
Wisdom,
STARK VILLE
Mrs.
011ye
Curry.
sherbet
for
for
dessert.
apple
NEWBERN
By LEANDY MOORE
Mrs. Mary Blair, president,
FIND OUT NOW
MIRACLE OF
front of Brown's Chapel AME ('hunch where the PHA
Mrs. Era Lovely honored her
Young white American burns a Confederate batBy ARCHIE WOODS
led the members into an inYEE eau 4
,
erk *NAM 202
Rev. C. J. Jarrett preached cousin, Tenolia Colter, on his
y
teresting discussion of yearly
SISTER FANNIE INWARD
tle flag as other members of marching group in
civil rights group was preparing to march.
at St. Paul C.M.E. Church on birthday with a surprise birthplans
(UPI Telephoto) 624 a. ammo's — Clessea.
Selma, Ala., applaud. Flag had been placed in
day dinner in her home SunTickets for "SPIRIT OF Sunday morning at 11 a.m.

Lower Berlin Rope Under
Skies Of Grey I n Selma
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CHRISTIANITY MAY BE ONE OF THE MOST misinterpreted faiths in the world ... particularly by many who profess
to ascribe to its doctrines. This has not recently begun . . .
history records this confusion as far back as the existence of
Christ Himself.
It depends on how a Christian interprets Christian principles as to how his conduct is, in all affairs of life. Are these
principles too democratic for human beings to adjust to? Is
religious freedom in this nation too ideal a proposition for harmony and understanding to exist among all peoples? A majority
of people in this country are Christians ... or profess to believe
Christian tenets.
Would religion of another kind make a difference in the
actions of some of these people? I doubt it. Any form of religion
without man's positive reaction to the highest principles of that
faith, be it Judaism,Moslemism, Hinduism, etc., becomes mere
mockery of that faith. And so, I return to my original premise
... if Christianity were fully understood by men . .. or Judaism . . . or whatever it be that guides them, such places as
Selma, Alabama . . . Birmingham . . . St. -Augustine,Morida
. . . could not exist. Indeed, such traditions as the South has
known for two centuries could not flourish . . . and men like the
Rev. James Reeb, Medgar Evers, the slain Mississippi trio,
and many others who have been victimized throughout the
years, might be alive to practice their religious freedom.
• • •
THE LENTEN SEASON HAS curtailed many social affairs
during this period, as is customary in the intervening forty days
before Easter. Accordingly, there are the usual Church Teas
that are traditionally held during this period.
•

*

*

Y-W Wives Pay Visit
To Memphis Museum
The YW-Wives of the Sarah Mrs. Lila Gordon, Mrs. Maud
Brown Branch of the Young Webb, Miss Naomi Cresswell,
Women's Christian Association Mrs. Jack Humes, Miss P. S.
toured the Memphis Museum in Bolden, Miss Isabelle Greenlee,
Chickasaw Garden recently. Mrs. Lula Johnson, Mrs. Addie
Forty-four women met at the Owen, Mrs. Laura Harris, Mrs.
branch and boarded a charter- Pauline Taylor,
id bus for the museum where And Mrs. Abbie Rule, Mrs.
they spent two hours. A portion Charlotte Frazier, Mrs. Ethel
of the time was spent viewing DeWatte, Mrs. T. J. Johnson,
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Sr., Mrs.
he planetarium show.
Following the tour, the mem- Melba Hudson, Mrs. Eliza
bers returned to the Branch and Mims, Mrs. Velmer Calaham,
Mrs. Hilda Helm, Mrs. Amelia
enjoyed a picnic luncheon.
Ladies making the trip were Dale, Mrs. Mary Bradfield,
Mrs. P. F. Caruthers, YW- Mrs. Myrtharyn Powell, Mrs.
Wives Chairman, Mrs. Leola Bernice Thomas, Mrs. C. L.
Brooks, Mrs. Edith Griffin, Waller, Mrs. Bessie Barnes,
Mrs. Rosa Walker; Mrs. Wil- Mrs. Ida Mae Jones, Mrs. Bes, hiemia Moor, Mrs. Jessie Boyle, sie Edwards, Mrs. Mary Ella
iMrs. Golden Bell, Mrs. Irene Baker, Mrs. Isabel Routilac,
Gleecien, Mrs. Effie Satterfield, Mrs. Willette Humphrey, and
Mrs. Ruth Mason, Mrs. Velma Mrs. Margaret Noah.
Sherman, Mrs. Elnora Lindsey,

•

By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson

• asm•••••••••
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Ninth Grader Wins c
Zetas' Top Prize
THIS SEASON'S DEBUTANTES—Among the young ladies
to be presented to Memphis society this spring in the annual Debutantes' Ball sponsored by the Alumni chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity are these eleven young ladies.
Seated on floor, from left, are Misses Natlyn Hirsch, Madeleine Lenoir Cooper and Toyetta Harris. On sofa, same

order, are Misses Sandra Williams, Emily Faye Brown,
Sondra Joyce Reames, Alice Delois Hayes, Carolyn Susan
Adams, Madeleine Patricia Curry and Yvonne Lightfoot.
Standing is Miss Deborah Greene. The fraternity will present 66 debutantes this season. (Hooks Bros. Photo)

THE BOOSTER CLUB OF ST. AUGUSTINE and Father
Bertrand High School presented a "Sweetheart Tea" in February in the Bertrand Gymnasium. Mrs. Ritta P. Smith was
crowned "Mrs. Booster" of 1964-65. First runner-up was Mrs. r
Farmer Conners; Mrs. Ardelia McGhee was second runner-up.
Winners in the table decoration division were: Mrs. Hayes Curry
and Mrs. Ardelia McGhee, first; Mrs. Maggie Peace and Mrs.
Ann Benson, second; and Mrs. Clara Barnes, third.
Refreshments for the affair were served by Mrs. Mildred
S. Riley, Medical Marketing representative of the Pet Milk
Company. Funds raised will be used to aid and improve the
two schools. Mrs. Ritta P. Smith was general chairman: Mrs.
Raychelle Carhee, public,,,,„relations director, and Mrs. Bernice
C.'. Ripen, president.
•••

The scholarship project for I Rosetta Peterson, chairman of ,
the Memphis Zetas this year.the Blue Revue expressed apwas the BLUE REVUE Contest. preciation, and further urges
'The culminating program on support of the Blue Revue
March 6 at Bruce Hall was a again next year.
most successful one.
Mrs. Loretta Kateo, chairWinners were announced as man of the 1965 "Finer Womfollows: First place winner, anhood Week" activities comMiss Linda Brown; ninth grade mended all who helped in order
student at Porter Junior High that deserving youth of the
received a $250 United States community can get a good
Savings Bond; runner-up, Miss start on the long road in eduMargaret Killebrew, twelfth
cation.
grade student at Washingtton
High School won a $150 check
to be applied to her fall tuition
at a school of her choice; and
Miss Janice Jones, third place
winner received a $100 U. S.
Savings Bond.
It was a contest in which
junior and senior High school
students were selected on the The Alpha Delta chapter of
basis of scholastic achievement Alpha Pi Chi sorority will prepersonality, talent and leader- sent its fifth annual "Roaring
ship ability, to be contestants. Twenties" dance at the FlaminThe student raising the highest go room on Friday night March
amount of money was to be 19, from 10 p.m. until 2 a.m.
crowned "Mr. or Miss Blue Re- As in previous years, prizes
vue."
will be awarded to guests atMrs. Annie Naylor, president tending the affair.
Chapter
Eta
Zeta
of the Alpha
Proceeds from the dance will
of Zeta Beta sorority, Inc. ex- benefit the chapter's charity
pressed her gratitude to the projects. Tickets may be obtainpublic for making the program ed from members of the chapand the awards possible. Mrs. ter.
Mrs. Carrie Isom is dance
Schairman and Mrs. Lena Mc.
0,
publicity chairman.
Glaun is'
Officers of the chapter are
A compact device which turns
any ordinary bed into a mas- Mrs. Gracie A. Lewis, presisaging bed, designed to "reduce dent; Mrs. Daisy Page, vice
tensions, soothe jangled nerves president; Mrs. Rosa G. Pittand induce more restful sleep." man, secretary; Mrs. Carrie
Bea Isom, correspondence sec.;
Attached to any box spring,
Mrs. Arezzaleece Cumby, treasthe massager is controlled by
urer; Mrs. Lena McGlaun,
an electric alarm clock unit;
plugs into ordinary home elec- chaplain, and Mrs. Vera Clark,
educational director.
tric current.

5111(
Kill
t• ••••!.!
of •
ant
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Sorority Will
Give Annual
Charity Dance

FLC4ERS.OF SPRING is the theme chosen by the Women
of Emmanuel EPiscopal Church for their annual Lenten Tea to
be held on Sunday, April 4, from 5:00 to 7:00 P.M. in the Parish
Hall.
Led by Mrs. Hattie R. Braithwaite, president, the women
are working diligently to prepare an outstanding program and
make it a truly beautiful occasion. The various church Guilds
will sponsor individual tables with unique floral arrangementg.
General chairman of the Tea is Mrs. Kathryn F. Thornton;
Program chairman, Mrs. Helen C. Shelby: Refreshment chairmen, Mrs. Willie Anderson and Mrs. Belle Pettigrew; Chairmen
of decorations, Mrs. Josephine Bridges and Mrs. Lorene Osborne. Everyone is invited to come and share the evening.
Father Jarrett C. Atkins is rector.
• • •
School, Miss Christine Glover, Elementary supervisor, Rev.
THE VIP BRIDGE CLUB enjoyed a delightful meeting last WALKER AVENUE DEDICATION—Mr. E. C. Stimbert, Suweek when Mrs. Mary Helen Ezelle entertained at the Universal perintendent of Memphis City Schools, is shown at plat, J. L. Netters, pastor of Mount Vernon Baptist Church, Miss
Vernealure Patterson, and Mrs. Vilirie Fifer. Seated in front
on Linden Avenue. Mrs. Ezelle is the type of hostess who goes form delivering the dedicatory address of an addition to
all out to make the evening an enjoyable one .. . and she did Walker Avenue School. Others from the left are: Mr. F. E.
of the stage are some members of the Tonette Band who
just that from the attractive decorations carried out in green Oswalt, Department of Plant Management, Board of Educaplayed for the dedication.
and white . .. even in the mints and napkins . . . to the tasty tion, Mr. C. .1. Patterson, principal pf Walker Avenue
menu so popular with everyone: barbecued chicken and ribs
with all the trimmings!
Competition was never more keen as members and guests
vied for the grand prize: 1st member prize was a yellow floral
comfort; 1st guest prize was an electric hair dryer. Members
winning prizes: Mrs. Earline Mobley, first; Mrs. Faye G. Lewis,
second; Miss Velma Lois Jones, third; and Mrs. Bernice Cole.
Booby. Guests winning prizes were: Mrs. Cleo Jones, first; Mrs.
Emily Jackson, second, and Mrs. June Wang, third. ConsolaIn "All Things New," she
A woman's protest against the alleged tyranny
that the rhythm
tion prizes went other guests, Mesdames Zernia Peacock, Lo. of men is heard in a new book, "All Things New," by contends
method of birth control, the only
retta Crutcher, and Juanita Mosely.
Anne Biezanek.
birth control method sanction- .
Members welcomed a new member, Mrs. Myrtle Smith,
Within a period of 13 years Mrs. Biezanek became ed by the Roman Catholic
boosting their membership to 13.
• • •
the mother of 11 children, seven of whom lived. Fol- Church, cannot be depended upon by many couples.
THE RUBAIYAT SOCIAL CLUB held its regular meeting lowing the birth of her fifth stand has stirred up a storm
The author tnen devotes a
at the residence of Miss Helen Green, 15% Wilson. A lavish child, she suffered a physical of controversy which h a
chapter to 20th century methods
menu was served by the hostess included crab casserole, toss- and mental breakdown which spread throughout the world of birth control, describing the
forced her to give up her job,
ed green salad, corn sticks, chiffon pie and coffee. Members and her children became de- The book has been banned in psychological effects and reEire.
resorted to bridge following close of business. Present were: pendent upon her parents.
sultant effects on the manage
Mrs. Lorene Buford, Miss !Wattle Taylor, Miss Audrey Wright, All became desperate when Thousands of letters from
as a whole.
Canada,
Mexico,
United
States,
Mrs. Gloria Young, Miss Peggy Cox, Miss Ann Johnson, Mrs two more children were born
She claims that the Catholic
Authe
Philippines,
Pakistan,
Anna Hardrick, Miss Hazel Warren and Miss Jewell Norment. and her family seemed likely to
stand against birth control was
MR. AND MRS. TIMOTHY MOTLOW, newlyweds, were increase further with no one Africa Rhodesia Holland, Gertaken before. these means were
guests of honor recently when the groom's parents, Mr. and to provide for them. Only then many, Italy, France, Cyprus,
left, and Mrs. Cornell Wolfe. Mrs. Wolfe
developed and was intended to IN CLUB PARADISE — Among the guests
did she turn to "the pill" and
Mrs. Floyd Harrison, Sr., 583 S. Dudley, and sister, Mrs. Cleo
writes a golf column which appears every
launch a one-woman public Japan, Sweden, Poland, and defend women against ill ef- enjoying themselves at the first affair preM. Jones, and cousin. Mrs. Mary J. Childress, entertained mem- battle to change the official other countries, have been writother week in the Tri-State DEFENDER.
modern Club Parain
the
new
and
sented
childlessness
of
cerand
fects
bers of both families at a luncheon. Also present was a family stand of the Catholic Church ing her.
dise are Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Williams at
friend, Mrs. Susie Hightower. A delectable menu was prepared on this subject.
These letters are from men tain early practices.
for this occasion and consisted of Indian curried chicken with She became the first Catholic as well as women and are from
mushroom gravy: yellow rice; eggplant casserole; spinach, in the world to open a birth Roman Catholics and people of
asparagus with hollandaise sauce: relish dish, lime congealed conrol clinic. It is located near other religions including Methodists, Episcopalians, PresbyLiverpool, England.
pear salad; frozen pineapple salad; cherries jubilee; pound
•.•
terians, Jehovah's Witnesses,
cake with vanilla ice cream and chocolate torte. The new Mrs. Newspapers throughout her Quakers, Buddhists, Moslems,
MOTLOW is the former Mrs. Marie Stinson,
country have headlined her and Humanists. Samples ard
MR. HARRY T. CASH, principal of Hamilton High School clinic, and the strength of her included in her book.
has been confined to his home, and at Baptist Memorial Hospital for more than two weeks because of illness. We look forward to an early recovery for him and an early return to his
office where he is very much missed by the faculty and students.
woman at the next desk doing
BONN. Germany —
• • •
"Men and women have equal precisely the same work was
MISS MYRNA D. WILLIAMS, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. rights," according to the West Paid 2.00006 marks ($500.01).
J. D. Williams, 1947 Quinn, will be home from college for Spring German constitution. And the
Similar complaints have
vacation during the week March 21. Traveling from Northfield, MEN are insisting on their come in from other industries,
rights.
Minnesota, with Miss Williams is her roommate and house guest
Although the constitution was
for the week, Miss Karen P. Schaefer, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. H. F. Schaefer, Wilmington, Delaware. The young ladies written with an eye to bringing
women up to the legal level
are freshmen at Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota.
of men, the ladies seem to have For the home barber, a new
•
* •
vacuum clipper which eliminsurged ahead.
ates the clumsy barber bib and
MISS HARRIET ANT-I BUCKLEY, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Urias Buckley, Sr., 1951 Antona Place will play oboe in
Several men have sued be- messy clean-up. An air powerthe All-City Band concert scheduled for March 24 at Melrose fore the Federal Labor Courts , ed clipper can be connected to
Gym. She is a junior at Lester High School. Her brother, Urlas, and the Federal Constitutional any home vacuum cleaner
Jr. received an honor certificate during a ceremony sponsored Court for equal rights with wo- As hair Is cut, clippings are
men, specifically, equal pay sucked up through an opening
by Alphp fraternity at Lester High School recently.
just above the self-sharpening
for equal work.
• • •
• • •
cutting blades. Comes with storVERNAL EXTRAVAGANZA is the title of the annual
A group of men in Hamburg age case, hose, comb guides,
charity show sponsored by Alpha Beta chapter of Alpha Pi Chi say women working in retail crew cut wax, talcum powder.
Cooper, president, and Mrs. Lottie Covington, assistant
Sorority. An elaborate fashion show, featuring exclusive models stores there cam on the aye- lubricating oil, blade guard and GOOD FRIENDS SOCIAL CLUB — OVERLINE
business manager. Standing, same order, are T. ('. Jones,
Good
from around the Mid South, it will be presented Easter Sunday, rage 150 marks (37.50) more instructions.
GOOO FRIENDS SOCIAI, CLUR — Member of the
assistant chairman, etertainment committee; Miss Theola
for 1965
April 18 at Curries Tropicana, 1331 Thomas. Reservations can I per month than men doing the For the well-dressed man—a
Friends Social club crowned their king and queen
Johnson, financial secretary; A. Powell, vice president and
he made in advance at Davidson's Grill, Currie's. and from 1 same jobs.
combination fabric eyeglass
with them on this picat a recent gathering, and posed
treasurer; Mrs. Darnish Williams, treasurer of sick com•
thepresident, Mrs. Thelma Davidson,. or any member of the I A technician in a construe- case and pre-fluffed handker- ture. seated front left are Mrs. Mayb•slie Powell, chaplain;
mittee and sergeant-at-arms; James Williams, business
\tion company complained he'chief for breast pocket. Availachapter. Proceeds will benefit chapter's scholastic
J. C. Crader,
and philan- earned only 1,531.31 marks ble in print and solid tie silks Mrs. Ora Durham, queen and secretary;
manager, and Mrs. Bessie I,ancaster, hostess for the affair.
entertainment committee; Miss Alice
thr"Pic Projects.
of
chairman
and
king
I
(I382.83) one month while the as well as basic white.

W.hat's New?

Mother Protests Alleged
Tyranny In Her New Book

German Women Out-Equal Men

So, What's New?
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Miss Sonja Hall, twelfth grade student at Manassas, danced
to the tune of "Maria"; Miss Karen Lewis, eighth grade
student at Lincoln Jr. High, sang "Trees": Miss Margaret
Killegrew, twelfth grade studet at B. T. Washington High
•School (second place winner) who played a piano rendition
of "Melody of Love", Phalon Rifles, the only male contestant and a tenth grade student at B. T. Washington displayed an enormous amount of talent by dancing and play-

ing the saxophone. Miss Linda Brown, ninth grade student
at Porter Junior High School, crowned MISS BLUE REVUE,
recited "The Creation" and Miss Janice Jones, (third place
%inner) sang "Satin Doll" accompanied by the Porter
Counterpoints, directed by Harry Winfield. Not shown are
Miss Vickie Miller and Miss Rosemary Waller, both Carver
High School students. (MeChriston Photo)

in of,
1 apurges .
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Queen Crowned
At Benefit Tea
Of Boosters

Worn- COM- .

order
! the
good;
• edu-

via Camille Long. Not on photo are Misses Elaine White,
Betty Ellison, Sandra Jo Meadow, Norma Dilworth, Annie
Catherine Lewers and Beverly Thompson. The winner will
receive a $300 scholarship to the college of her choice, with
the runner-up getting a $100 scholarship from Radio Station
WLAK. The contest is sponsored by the Jackson chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority. Last year's winner Is a freshman at Knoxville college, Miss Brenda Moore.

Mrs. Ritta P. Smith was
crowned "Mrs. Booster of 196465" recently during the "Sweetheart Tea" sponsored by the
Booster Club of St. Augustine
and Father Bertrand High
of Mr. and Mrs. E. Horton; lores Shaw, daughter of Mr. and School.
and
Miss Louisd Duncan, Mrs. Earl
First runnner-up was Mrs.
Shaw; Miss Belinda
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Na- Wortham,
Fanner Conners, and second
daughter of Mr. and '
runner-up was Mrs. Ardella
poleon Duncan, students of Sti- Mrs.
Wilbert Wortham; Miss
McGhee. Refreshments for the
gall High school. Humboldt. Camille Long,
daughter of Rev.
affair were served by Mrs. MilMORE CONTESTANTS
dred S. Riley, Medical Marketand Mrs. W. J. Long; and Miss
ing representative of the Pet JACKSON — Sixteen
young will receive a $300 scholarship And Miss Saundra Jo Mea- Freddie Vaulix, daughter of ,
'Milk Company.
dow, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Vaulx,
women will participate in the from Radio Station WJAK.
Winners in the table decora- sixth annual "Miss Bronze The
contestants, all high Joe Meadow, Grand Junction, Jackson, all of 51erry High ,
tion division were: First: Mrs. West Tennessee" psgenat to
be school seniors, include Miss and student of Fayette County school.
Hayes Curry and Mrs. Ardelia staged in the Merry High
• • 7.
Ruby Elizabeth Andrews, High school, Somerville;
Miss Talent pretentation
McGhee; second: Mrs. Maggie school auditorium on Friday, daughter of
s will be •
Mr. and Mrs. GasPeace and Mrs. Ann Benson; March 26, at 7:45 P.M.
ton Andrews, Bolivar Industri. Mary Elizabeth Hullum, daugh- in the areas of instrumental
and Third: Mrs. Clara Barnes. The participants were hon. at High school;
ter of Mrs. Lula Curtain; and and vocal music, dramatics,
Miss
Funds raised will be used to ored recently at a luncheon line Wells, daughter Jacqudof Mrs. Miss Elaine White, daughter of dance, novelty acts and modelaid and improve the two held in the spacious home of
schools. Mrs. Ritta P. Smith Mrs. Anna L. Cooke in Jack- Elizabeth Johnson Dyer, and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn White,
student of Rosenwald High, Denmark, and student at West
phis chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, as
was general chairman and Mrs. son.
Mrs. Cooke is general chairTrenton; Miss Betty Ellison, High school.
Raychelle Carhee, public re- Sponsor of the annual
Mrs. Rosetta Peterson, left, chairman of
event
man of the contest, and Mrs.
lations director.
daughter
Blue Revue looks on. (McChriston Photos)
of
Mr. and Mrs. Sy1-1 Also Miss Hazelle LongIi the Jackson Alumnae chap.
Alfreda Poster co-chairman.
Mrs. Bernice C. Hines is ter of Delta Sigma Theta so- vaster Ellison,
liumboldt; Miss street, daughter of Mrs. Oliver
president.
Mrs. Essie Perry is president
rority. The sunning contestant Eddie Mae Calloway,
daughtedLongstreet; Miss Essid De- of the alumnae
chapter.

Sixteen Seek Title In
'Miss Bronze' Pageant

1

ce
ter of
LI preparing
laminM arch
m.
prizes
its atMISS BLUE REVUE—Miss Linda Brown,
whmer of "Miss Blue Revue" title, is shown
being presented $250 U.S. Savings bond by
Mrs. Annie Naylor, president of the Mem-

.e will
!hardy
Astainchap-

dance
,a Mctan.
are
presi, vice
. PittCarrie
e sec.;
treas.
Glaun,
Clark,

'MISS BRONZE' CONTESTANTS—Thirteen of the 19 young
women who are anxiously awaiting the "Miss Bronze West
Tennessee" pageant to be presented In Merry High school
on Friday night, March 26, are shown in this photograph.
Seated rom left are Misses Louise Duncan, Ruby Andrews,
Lu.ille Bell, Linda Darnell, Essie Delores Shaw and Freddie Vauls. Standing, tame order, are, Misses Mary Elizabeth Hellen', Belinda Wortham, Eddie Mae Calloway, Hazelle Longstreet, Paulene thrift, Jacqueline Wells and Syl-
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OWN TWO WIGS
2 FOR ONE PRICE
BUY ONE WIG
REGULAR PRICE

Wolfe
very
ER.

GET ONE

PAY ONLY $2.20 PER WK.
ON OUR BUDGET PLAN

FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY
DURING OPENING

Ficeet

a

Want
ones,
heola
and
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FREEMAN'S
WIG SALON
Located In
Freeman Home
Furnishing
As Advertised
Below

Register Today For Free Wigs
Given Away During Our
Grand Opening
Don't Worry If You Don't
Have Ready. Cash
We Will Arrange
Financing For You

100% HUMAN HAIR

948-2666

NO
OBLIGATION

GRAND OPENING
FREEMAN'S WIG SALON ONLY
SAME ADDRESS

IMPORTED
LATEST STYLES & FASHIONS

VISIT: OR CALL
US TODAY
FOR A FREE
DEMONSTRATION

OPEN EVERY
NITE 'til 7:30 PM

FREEMAN HOME FURNISHING, Inc.
.SINCE 1956
1940 So. Lauderdale St.
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Negro Businessmen Get,
Foot In Franchise Door;

Other People's

BUSINESS

By LILLIAN. S. CALHOUN
training, management aid, mer- A typital listing among the
"How to Succeed in Business chandising assistance often in- 18 firm cited by the govern.)
Without Heartache" might well cluding national advertising, ment is the A&W Root Beer
Executive Director, Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce
be the title of a recent Com- participation in fringe benefits Companyof California
merce Department study of sponsored by the franchise, franchises drive-in, walk-in res.1111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111ffle1111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111110001.
franchise businesses and their help in solving business prob- taurants.
Need Businessmen
potential for Negroes and oth- lems; and profits from market- Capital ranging from $4,309_
ing and product research con- to $31,350 is needed, but finaner minority groups.
Entirely too few businessmen are participating in studycial assistance is available (,))
Directed by commerce Un- ducted by franchisors.
work programs provided by the Board of Education. RegardThere are disadvantages as obtain equipment.
der Secretary Franklin D.
less of a student's ambitions, there is for him a special proRoosevelt, Jr., a Task Force well, however. They include a The A&W franchisor provides
gram whereby he may get practical experience in his chosen
for Equal Opportunity in Bud- broad control usually exercised training for the franchisee, his,
CONDUCTS
PAPER
MACHINE
TESTS
field while still in school.
ness wrote: "Operating a fran- by the franchisor. If the fran- employees, and initial on thg
moved to Philadelphia, Pa. at an early
Harold Brown, a senior draftsman with
chised business offers niinority chisee decides to sell, "the next job training by an experience
Perhaps the best known is distributive education, (D E),
age. He is a graduate of Germantown High
Scott Paper Company's Engineering Divigroup members a leg up in go- holder must be approved by the representative.
designed for high school boys and girls interested in retail and
School and attended Penn State University
sion, at Philadelphia, has been assigned
The root beer firm also pro=
into business for them- franchisor."
ing
retail
half
day
in
youngsters
work
a
sales.
These
general
where he majored in engineering. Brown selves."
the responsibility of creating new machine
vides managerial assistance in
"With
due
regard
to
the
aorganizations
and
go
to
stores, with insurance or other sales
is presently working on a Bachelor of
designs for finishing paper. The young
The study itemized 18 differ- bove cautions," the task force finding a location, sales proschool a half day where they get, regular high school courses,
Science degree in mechnical engineering at ent companies (restaurants to concluded, "it is our
draftsman conducts various test on paper
belief that motion and advertising. A repcourses in sales, advertising, management and marketing.
Drexel Institute's Evening School.
for the development of new and more proficleaning establishments) offer- franchising offers particular resentative of the franchisor
cient machinery. A native of Georgia, he
Another program of special significance, recently started,
ing franchises for an equity advantages to minority citizens makes periodic visits.
capital investment ranging from Interested in entering the com- Copies of the list of 18 firms
is Office Occupations (00). Those engaged in the 0. 0. proA few carpet sellers have $600 to $50,000.
petitive business community. and other data may be obtained
gram also experience which supplements their school courses.
adopted
names
for
carpeting
courses.
The significant aspect of the It provides the assistance and from the Chicago office of th
celrical experience which supplements their school
similar to recognized brand 18 firms listed is that all award
'know-how' that minority group Department of Commerce, 21
There are several others, all with the same purpose, to
names. Complainants have statfranchises without regard to members have not been able to S. Dearborn St., Chicago 60604.
ed that telephone solicitors quotinterest youngsters in staying in school until they are prepared
race, color, religion or national acquire because of discrimina- The telephone number is 828Do you want to be certain you order? Ask for a sample at ed carpet names so fast they origin.
for constructive living and for earning good wages.
4400.
tory practices."
The role which business people are asked to play is very you receive t h e same carpet the time of purchase and com- mistook them for widely-known
The basic premise of francarpeting.
pare
it
with the carpet deliversimple! They provide the employment and the supervision.
chising is that the public will
ed, suggests the Chicago Better Complaints against fast buck buy a standardized product or
carpet
peddlers
fall
into
the
folBusiness
Bureau.
Not Apthy
service and that quality mainThis precaution is not neces- lowing general categories: Custenance will result in product
tomers
did
not
receive
the
meracquainting
sary
when
dealing
hope
of
with
With
the
most
comMost of the food chain
identity helpful to all franchisfirms, as they provide quality chandise selected; The prices
business people of the south,
panies and various industries
ees.
carpeting and workmanlike in- paid were exorbitant for the
central area with the opera-I
the last ten years, a new
are cooperating and everyone lions of D E, 0 0, E E, T T
stallation at a fair price. But, quality of carpeting delivered; In
of franchising for serviis acquainted with the Carson etc., a conference will be sponaccording to complaints to the Purchasers were led to believe breed
methods as well as MILWAUKEE — The largest'in 1963. This was an increase
Pine Scott experiment. How- sored March 31 by the CosmoBureau, a few operators de- they would receive a 10 to 15 ces and
in popular- sales in its 121 year history I of more than 24 per cent in net
ever, small businesses are not politan Chamber of Commerce
liver carpet far inferior to that year guarantee when none was products has grown
ity. Years ago, only big-ticket
contributing their share.
purchased from samples shown forthcoming;
Stockholders' equity
with supervisors of the major
were were reported by the Pabst income.
by salesmen calling at pros- Customers were unable to ob- items like automobiles,
I believe that the chief rea- programs serving as panelists.
Brewing Company in its 1964 rose to $92,056,682 or $19.36 per
arrangements.
franchise
by
sold
tain
refund
or
deposit,
when
pects' homes. On a few occaannual report to stockholders. share, an increase of $8,176,987
son for this is not apathy or A special invitation is extendsions, victims have refused to company declined to pass their The federal publication said:
indifference, but rather an al- ed to business people but othpossession of a Sales totaled $227,610,189— a over the comparable 1963 total
be
sure,
"To
credit.
Faulty
installation.
Cusaccept
delivery,
after
the carmost complete task of know- ers who may be interested
tomers allege they were told franchise does not insure im- more than 12 per cent increase of $83,879,695 or $17.86 per
pet was unwrapped.
will be welcome.
ledge about the programs.
over the company's 1963 sales
Complainants have reported they could cancel advance or- mediate and spectacular success—it just makes success a of $202,859,842. The 1964 sales share.
ders
for
carpeting,
but
later
that
salesmen,
calling
at
their
Attorney De Bow
home, frequently represent a found their contracts binding. little simpler to come by be- in barrels totaled approximate- Net sales increased by $77,„;
TRAIN HUCKSTER
manage- ly 7,444,000. This was an in- 586,000 for the five-year period
It was Atty. Russell DeBow. assistant director of the De- John P. Simpkins has been ap- carpet as being "commercial" When making a carpet pur- cause it minimizes
ment and consumer relations crease of 772,000 barrels over The report Pointed out that this
partment of Investigation, who arranged for the presentation pointed sales representative for quality, implying it is especi- chase, as in every substantial
Ily suitable for hard wear. They expenditure, it is always ad- problems for the individual 1963.
sales record was made despite '
of the book "Chicago—City of Progress and Opportunity," au- the Pennsylvania railroad, the
Net income rose to $10,021,222
allege
the delivered carpet visable to investigate before owner."
first
to
Mayor
Negro
to be employed by
thored by Lewis A. H. Caldwell and this columnist,
you
invest
and
franchisinquire about The advantages of
or $2.11 per share, as compared the fact that figures for 1960
lacked wearing qualities of even
Daley who praised it and the work of the Cosmopolitan Cham- the road in this capacity. John mediocre floor covering and the reputation of the seller.
ing, according to the task force to $8,026,759 or $1.71 per share and 1961 included annual sales
B.
Dorrance,
Jr.,
general manaber of Commerce, the publishers, generously. Both television
of approximately $12,000,000 of
ger said that Simpkins, whose was thread-bare in an unreasand radio carried the story.
onably short time.
the Hoffman Beverage Compahome is in Philadelphia, will
In
one
National
instance, a customer
ny.
Speaking of DeBow brings back memories of
be assigned to inspect passenThe report stated that capita/ '
Youth Adminstration days when U. S Judge William Campbell ger trains stations and other Observed the pattern in her rug
was
disappearing
and
comexpenditures in connection wish
was state director and DeBow was assistant to Charles Brown- facilities across the railroad, plain
because
she
ebuld
not
unthe companY's modernization
ing, the judge's associate director. I was a member of the making recommendations for derstand the deterioration. The
and expansion program over
service improvements. He will
staff.
seller's representative, who inthe last five years totaled $48,•
also work with the passenger
spected the carpeting, reported
Howlett who is now Auditor of Public Accounts, has been ill
700,000. More than $19,000,000 of
sales staff in soliciting group that it was
merely matted and
for several weeks. I have just received a letter in which he and special party travel.
this total was spent in 1964.
Simp- refused to offer any adjustrewill
hospital
and
the
from
released
been
have
"I
writes:
kins is a graduate of Lincoln ment.
had
a
Somehow
I
weeks.
next
few
the
for
cuperate in Florida
University.
Another lady stated she
feeling that the sun and relaxation will be important factors
Low-Low-Wholesale Price
bought $1,000 worth of carpet- 100% Human Hoir
in restoring me to health." We all hope so, Howlett.
ing, because the salesman
promised a 15 year guarantee.
Willard Motley
Six months later she was still
Block - Brown and Natural
waiting for her guarantee and
my
explains
Which
Light Grey
friends.
novelist
The death of famed
finally
learned
none
would be
Ethel's death.
NEW YORK — The tradiWillard Motley who had been deep sadness at
forthcoming.
read the tional picture of the Frenchman
living in Mexico also brings It was an honor to
funeral. My deep carrying home his loaf of bread Some offers of "3 or 4 Rooms
Money Bock Guaranties
back memories of WPA days obituary at her
Dr. Wilburn. and his long-necked bottle of Of Carpeting for $XXX.00" or
JOS. J. MARZ - Box 1410
when he and Richard Wright sympathy goes to
"We'll
Carpet
Your
Entire
3,
afternoon at
wine is being shattered by 'ModAtlantic City, N. J. 08404
and other talented young peo- On tomorrow
opportunity em technology. His bread's the House for $XXX.00" have been
ple were finding themselves we are given the
observing
same, but now the Frenchman used as "bait" to attract cus•Mfo
and charting their careers. to join with others in
Blue Ribbon carries his wine borne in a plas- tomers, with the intention of
IBM SEEKS EMPLOYEES
Those of us who had the privi- the 24th annual
switching
them
to
higher
priced
Nefrom
tic bottle.
A North Carolina College graduate student
Durham, N.C. college. On the left is C.T.
lege of exchanging ideas with Tea, featuring "Pages
Peace Wine has been part of the carpeting.
in business administration, Samuel Craft
Darrah, program administrator, college
these young folk who later won gro History" with Nobel
Some customers say they
LuMartin
Dr.
French way of life for centu- lost faith in the store because (center) of Goldsboro, N. C., is interviewfame and fortune, sometimes Prize Winner,
relations, IBM, and on the right is John
speaker.
guest
ther King as
ries; of just the red table wine the salesman's first asking
ed by two representatives of the IBM Curhad rich rewards.
D. Cooper, manager of scientific computaNoyes
Ida
at'
(or vin ordinaire) variety they price was so grossly inflated.
I sincerely hope that when The affair is
poration on a recruiting mission at the
lion in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
drink more than 4.5 billion One lady wrote — "At first the
this column is read, a miracle Hall 1212 E. 59th St.
is
Caldwell
Hardworking
litres a year. But now they're , salesman gave us a price of
their school. The contest rules
has happened and Motley is
president and Almita S. Robin- pouring it out of plastic bot- $320 — we refused. About
are simple. Each team is asstill with us.
an
the
of
• e.
director
executive
tles.
signed to car in which a. numMy mother and the mother son,
hour later he reduced the total
Services
••
Community
Woodlawn
her of pre-arranged malfuncow.. -atm., Lir drinking may be Cof Dr. Homer T. Wilburn and
Six major French wineries, price to $270 but we still did not
Southside
mild. but annoying bladder irrt
lions have been deliberately and ;ware..
his sister, Ethel Graham were Agency (formerly
with a total bottling capacity of buy.
"
Winne inching wit. feel restlesa tense:-.
ig,
:
hot::
tf,:::172xnert
.
.
fanrtdap
.
.
tile.
girlhood friends. It was only Community Committee) which 2.5 million containers a day, The next morning he phoned
secretly placed, representative .nid
headache
ar
muawith
nagging
backache.
its
as
event
the
sponsoring
DETROIT
—
is
The
16-year-old
in
the 1964 events represented of the kind of mechanical,
natural that their children
are shifting to bottles made of to say he talked with the sales
,
t, iiro.
.
ad.dsi .
ito
.;„
Trouble Shooting an estimated 35,000 students en- troubles that can affect the An,t,ruarniL.reyn_toLionnta uoset
would grow into adulthood as annual fund-raising affair.
polyvinyl chloride, reports Mod- manager and could reduce the Plymouth
Contest,
a
public
service
prorolled
in automotive shop class- operation of any motorist's car. li-ant Pille act 1 ...aye
r-ern Packaging. The come In price to $230." This prospect
Prophetic Words
sizes ranging from one-quarter said she still did not buy — for gram for teen-age auto me- es in the 1100 participating The first team to discover, anachanic students, will be ex- schools.
action an naggIng baCkache, heed—
lyze and correct all the mal
of
a litre to a full litre (slight- obvious reasons!
at
delivered
I am reminded of Dr. King's prophetic words
panded to include some 50,000 Competition is divided into functions in its car is the winmore
than
a
quart),
and
ly
of
students in the .coming year, two classes, vocational school ner.
the March on Washington assembly, August 28, 1963: "I have some wineries are considering
that
P. N. Buckminster, general students and industrial arts The Trouble Shooting Contest stkahi*.mineiet':
a dream today . .. when ... we will be able to speed up
adding a two-litre economy
isl .P:.ei iocnerglEi
7e1nPei"toirted
h •
th'haet
(
od
and size.
manager of the Chrysler-Ply- students in the high schools.
was organized by Los Angeles
day when all God's children, black and white men, Jews
hands
announced.
join
to
mouth
Division,
able
be
Trouble
will
Catholics,
Shooters
compete
Plymouth
dealers
in 1949 to help
The wineries like the plastic
Gentiles. Protestants and
spiritual, "Free at bottles because they're less ex=
"Expansion of the Trouble In two-man teams representing recruit qualified mechanics.
and sing in the words of that old Negro
last!"
at
free
Shooting
Contest
is
being
made
are
pensive
than
glass
bottles
and
last! Free at last! Thank God Almighty, we
Brotherhood don't have to be returned for
In response to the appeals of
Bennie Brown and the Chicago Conference for
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. —Airaddress by Ambas- refilling (as is customary for man Kenneth J. Thomas, son educators, school administrators
the
in
treat
delightful
a
Chicagoans
gave
dealer a,"
HAMELIN, G erm any — official said.
19th session of the table wine in France),
of Mr. and Mrs. William M. and Division
sador Alex Quaison-SackeY, president of the
Buckminster said. "The con- (UPI) Hamelin hired its first
"And pleaso understand we
Thomas
of
2130
Tudor
Ave.,
MAKES YOU LOOK
UN General Assembly.
test has had outstanding growth rat catcher since the legend- do not have a rat plague like
East
St.
Louis,
Ill.,
has
distinguished
comR.%
Quaison-Sackey of Ghana, was the second
OLDER THAN YOU ARE
and success since it became a ary Pied Piper.
the story of old. We have no
pleted
Air
Force
basic
military
dinners.
series of
"Our rat catcher w ill not more and no less rats than
African diplomat Brown has presented in his
training at Lackland AFB, national event in 1962."
Buckminster reported that a use a pipe," a police dfficial any other city of our size."
Tex.
Tom Mboya was his speaker in 1962.
said.
He said a Hamburg firm
Among those receiving awards were Paul Branch. owner
Airinan Thomas has been'coordinator has been assigned
A favorite fairy tale tells signed an agreement to send
MI time to the activity. He is
selecad
for
technical
of Paul's Quality Super Market, 219 E. 47th, Alderman Ralph
training
improved
new
and
version
A
Eastern of the medieval rat catcher six or seven specialists to
H. Metcalfe, Commonwealth Edison, Radio Station WVON, of its AMOCO 120 Super Pre- as an aircraft maintenance Earl A. Wilson, former
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
Field Coordination manager of who, when refused payment Hamelin for a three-month
James Files, owner Files Electrical Company and Aldens' Inc., mium automobile tire—already specialist at the Air Training
killing campaign.
the Division's Service Depart- for ridding Ilamelin of its rat
Command
(ATC)
school
Commerce.
at
Chamber
of
ever
Cosmopolitan
strongest
developed—
the
plague,
lured
the
the
town's
chilall members of
ment, who has been associated
Sheppard AFB, Tex.
dren away with his pipe.
Etta Moten Barnett, who, with her husband, Claude, has is being marketed by the Awith Chrysler Corporation for
His
Company.
new
unit
is
merican
Oil
of
the
part
of
"Our
member
the
rat
catcher
uses
board
a
spent much time in Africa and was
past 18 years.
William H. Miller, marketing vast ATC system which trains the
chemical poisons," the police
Cosmopolitan Chamber, was mistress of ceremonies.
program
Plans
for
the'
1963
vice president for American, airmen and officers in thv dicall for 53 local contests in 29
sa&ejrabe I
said the new AMOCO 120 incor- verse skills required by the
Dental Society
states with students from 1550 'Tweedy' Cut
porates new materials and nation's aerospace force.
participating.
schools
HAWICK,
The airman is a 1964 graduScotland — (UPI)
manufacturing techniques deThe February editien of the this columnist on behalf of the
Contestants in the Trouble — The Earl of Snowdon,
since the original tire ate of Lincoln Senior High
11 %.
114
Lincoln Dental Society Bulletin Cosmopolitan Chamber was veloped
Contest program are Princess Margaret's husband,
Shooting
School.
was introduced three years ahas an extremely interesting sent to S. B. Fuller:
selected by their instructors on received a painful cut when he
*WI
technical article by Dr. Mau- "Congratulations upon re- go.
a basis of skills exhibited In stuck his finger into a spinthese new maApplication
of
"Necroentitled
Hebert
rice
their regular automobile Me- ning machine while on a tour
ceiving the 1965' Distinguished
techniques result in
tizing Ulcerative Gingivitis". Service Award of the United terials and
1.•
chanics classwork. The finalists of a tweed factory here
qualities in safety,
Dr. Hebert is one of America's Republican Fund of Illinois. improved
traction, rideability Over 25,000 engineers
most brilliant dental scholars Your strong allegiance and de- tread wear,
scien100 single white sheets
durability for the AMOCO tists and top management
who has never slopped taking voted service to the party of and
peredition, Miller add- sonnel are expected to
(50 imprinted, 50 plain)
educational courses. In a letter your choice is typical of your 120's new
converge
on Chicago, April 26-30, to visit
from Dr. Benjamin F. Coble, conscientious and liberal sup- ed.
50 envelopes .. $1.50
original AMOCO 120 was the giant Welding Show.
Jr., the Society accepts mem- port of organizations with The
Sponmeet
the
1962
to
in
introduced
sored by the American Welding
bership in the Cosmopolitan which you are identified includthat would Society, the
Informal notes, 36 notes
technical meeting
Chamber sponsored Business ing t h e Cosmopolitan Cham- need for a tire
punishterrific
the
withstand
will be held in the Conrad Hil(imprinted
with on. lino
and Professional Council. The ber with which you have been
sustained, high-speed ton Hotel, April 26-30,
1965, and Stops Attacks in Minutes... Relief Lasts for Hours!
Chamber pledges its coopera- active for the past 30 years." ment of
only) 36 envelopes, not
modern
turnpikes
on
driving
Primatene0.
called
tablets
asthma
—in
ting
the
(Isssist)—The
N.
If
.
Noy
Y
arls.
Welding Show in McCortion in making the 1965 ConAs more people learn that without sacrificing comfort, mick Place, April 27-29.
imprinted
formula prescribed more than any These Primatene Tablets open
$1.65
vention of the National Dental
ether by doctors for their private bronchial tubes, loosen congestion,
and
styling.
Chicago—City
of
Progress
or
traction,
With
two months still to go, patients is now available to asthma relieve taut nervous tension. AU
Society, in Chicago, Aug. 1-5, a
Opportunity is actually pub- The tire got is name from the Show is
Send check or money order
without painful injections.
practically sold "afferent without prescription,
success. Dr. James Buckner is
Medical tests proved this formula
lished, the demand for copies the fact that, among other out. A little space is
The secret is—Primatene combines
still
availthe erudite president under
minutes
and
in
asthma
attacks
stops
Fashion
increases. Get your copy at the specifications, American Oil in- able, but this is not
3 medicines (in full prescription
whose administration the Sociexpected rives hours of freedom from recur- strength) found most effective le
chamber offices, 417 E. 47th sisted that it stand sustained to last very long.
painful asthma spasms. combination for asthma distress.
Post Office Box 311
Already, the since offormula
ety has shown remarkable progeffective
that
m.p.h.
This
is so
St., room 358. It's a real gem, speeds in excess of 120
amount of space reserved ex- Ill,
Each performs a special purpose.
ress.
leading
asthma
physician's
the
Memphis, Tenn.
filled with interesting facts and without -failing.
ceeds all predictions, and the prescript ton—so safe when used as
So look forward to sleep at night.
The following telegram, sign- authentic
4
showing Tests on the new version in- Welding Show at
pictures
be sold — end freedom front asthma spawn&
that
now
it
can
directed
Chicago
promPrtmateno-910, at Any drugstots
ed by William B. Collier, L. L. progress in human relations in dicate it will meet and even ex- ises
to be the largest -in the without proscription Is mat states
Bailey, Bryant Hammond and Chicago.
ceed that specification.
history of the Society.
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Expand Contest Event
For Teen Mechanics
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Hamelin Hires A Rat Catcher
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Tire Ready
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25,000 Expected
At Welding Show

Asthma Formula Prescribed
Most By Doctors—Available
Now Without Prescription
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record. Humboldt, led by Chi- Ilong dribble festival. It was the
cabo Bears star defensive end I control of the boards rather
Doug Atkins, was the other than the 13 points registered by
4
team to turn the trick.
Jordan that spelled doom for
1
DAVIS PICKED BY WRITERS I the gallant Alcoa
kids. Davis
Davis and his Alcoa mates scored nine points
on four of
had most of the fans cheering
their every move, and only ten shots from the floor.
some strong rebounding by Bill The great team play of Davis
Weldon and Charlie Jordan of won for him many friends In.
Murfreesboro held the Alumi- eluding the radio and press
num City group in check. The which voted for the ten player
'
in.1111111111111
1 By BILL LITTLE11111111111111111111111 6-5 Jordan was Davis' assign. all-State team. Davis and Jorment in the title game. Davis dan were unanimous selections.
BASKETBALL FEVER
for and gave no quarters against was very adept
at handling the Davis was very much in the
The basketball season is l his accustomed taller foes. Just eventual Most
Valuable Play- runing for the MVP award but
growing to a fast close and no a sophomore, Davis was called er of the tourney in the first a
Murfreesboro
conspiracy
one knows better than Bluff by many basketball observers half as 11,372 fans in the Coll- soattered that
dream.
Citians who watched thousands the best prospect of the tourney scum speculated on
The record total attendance
whether or
of cage fans invade the city after two rounds had been un. not Jordan could be held in of
49,282 virtually assured Mint.
to witness a pair of top tourna• reeled. Among the many coach- check by Davis. Davis
blocked phis of the tourney three years
ment attractions.
es singing the praises of Davis the passing lanes to Jordan from now after stints at Knox-Oyer 40,000 rabid followers of Was Dean Ethers of Memphis during the first half and that vine and Nashville in the three.
26 teams filed through the gates State university,
resulted into a mere three city revolving schedule. Newsof the Mid-South Coliseum and Davis is just one inch shorter Points being scdred by Jordan, papers and other communicathe Melrose Gym to cheer their than his tallest teammate yet The Murfreesboro guards didn't lion media were greatly aided
favorites. History was made as he was the leading rebounder risk the lob pass after watch- at the Coliseum by statistics
three of the high schools in the in the Tornadoes' first four vie- ing Alcoa demolish Manchester made available by George Wine
state tourney held at the Coli- tories before being outieaped and its 0.6 star Mike Humph- and his Memphis State Univer•
seum used Negro players for and beaten in the finals by on. ries in the quarterfinals.
sity Sports Information Servthe first time.
defeated Murfreesboro, 41-34. Davis found the goings a bit ices staff;
Each school, Alcoa, 0 a k The tall talented Middle Ten- difficult in the second half as
When Negro schools In this
Ridge, and Nashville's Father nessee team bolted from behind Jordan and Weldon sandwich- area travel to Nashville for
Ryan had sepia starters. The in the final quarter to win its ed him in and completely dom- their version of the state tourbest of the lot according to fan thirty-second encounter to be. Mated the rebounding depart- nament this week, it may be
sentiment was nimble-legged come only the second quintet ment. Jordan snared 15 re- the last one to be held separate.
David 'Davis of Alcoa. Small at in TSSAA history to cep the bounds while Davis had five, ly from the one just
completed
6-0 as centers go, Davis asked state crown with an undefeated I his lowest output of the week- by the TSSAA. It was felt by
r,

•1:1".•

SPORTS.. •

HOR
IZO
N
I

shown by James Johnson of Washington, shown grimacing I
on the floor during last week's Region Four cage action, •
however, Leon Mitchell, 24, of Capleville is doing a cake
walk. Johnson wasn't physically injured. The Warrior has ;
just missed a shot that could have prevented his team from
heing beaten 60-62 by the Shelby ounty quintet. Mitchell,
the villain who scored 31 points, could care less as time
shuns out. (Withers Photo)
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Southern Wins SWAC Title
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only
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$2295n
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19'
Portable TV

EASY
CREDIT.

$995 41
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Big basket full of groceries with
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appliances

0
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Large Accredited School will train you. ''Your
TV., Electronic or Air
Choice.' Auto M•c h an i
Condition, Hooting. Sport-Time Home Study Plan.
Tool s, Testers, Equipment Furnished.

- FREE -
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Cash or Trade
With Approved Cred t
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Westinghouse
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Hats off to Coaches Dick
The win was number 234
Mack and John Brown for lead- Ifor Fred Nobody against 40
ing the Southern University'tosses. Ed Manning had 21 for
Cats to the SWAC Champion- Jackson State, Jame;: Benton
ship. After losing to Gramb-,
j had 18 and Jerry Yarbrough
ling, Southern bought a "doit-yourself-kit" and came from had 17. For Grambling, John
a six point deficit to blast Al- , Comeaux had 25, James Jones
corn 86-73.
and Wilbur Frazier had 20
Southern finally caught A1-I each.
corn at 76-73 with 2:16 remain.' Southern will
represent the
ing. They outscored Alcorn 10-1
0 in the last two. Bob Love had; conference in NAIA competi23 for Southern University, tion against Dinar, University
Odell Clark had 22 for Alcorn. Tuesday and Wednesday: JackGrambling had put Southern son State will go to the NCAA
In the throne room by beating playoffs at Southern Illinois
Jackson State 92-90. Grambling! against Central Michigan Fri.
increased a five point halftime' Prairie View beat Wiley 99lead to 14 points before playing 76 as Guy Manning had. 39 for
most of the final half with an Prairie View, and Sam Richard 8 point cushion. Jackson'sI son had 39 for Wiley.
press finally paid off, and afJackson State beat Alcorn 91ter Frazier fouled out, the lead 89 in a game that kept pres
was out to two with five sec- sure on the league race. Lyomis left. An offensive foul vonne Leflore had 31 for Jack on the buzzer added to son. Odell Clark led Alcorn
Eirsuspense.
with 20.
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1
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BUILD A
\
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DIXIE FINANCE CO.
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I
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Washington PTA
To Present
Show Of Talent
The Booker T. Washington annual Alumni Talent show will
be presented in the G. P. Hamilton auditorium of Booker T.
Washington High school on
Thursday night, March 18,
starting at 8.
This year's presentation will
feature such professional and

amateur performers as Spencer
Wiggins, David Porter, Rufus
Thomas, the Mad Lads, the
Harper Brothers, Jimmy Rice
and his Band, and others.
The talent show is being
sponsored by the Booker T.
Washington High School PT
of which Mrs. Edna H. W
is president. Proceeds from t
affair will be used to buy uniorms for min'hers of the band
Nat D. Willipms, well-known
radio personality and member
of the Washington High school
faculty, will serve as master
of ceremonies for the program.
Jesse D. Springer is principal of the school.

V(il.

SESCRAM-DiStiltHISCOLI•Urf, IT.5
C.81.08SE) WHISKEY 86 MOOF.65% OLIN tflITAAISPILITIL

•
at Second Congregational Church, Walker and McDowell.
The program starts at '1 p.m. and will be free to the public.
The group is on its annual spring tour and is including Tougaloo and Talladega colleges in its schedule.

THEY'LL SING AT 2ND CONGREGATIONAL — These
members of the Choral Society of United Theological Semi.
nary, N.ew Brighton, Minn., wil be presented in a choral
service by LeMoyne College on Monday evening, March 22,

Painless Dentist
I The dentist chair look ha come to the assembly line. .\
new production tool for remoN
ing excess materials from mu!
ti-layer board is the dentist',
burr.

For

• Checking Account?
• Savings Account?
• Bank Money Order?
• Auto Financing?
• Home Repair Loan?
• Signature Loan?
• Safety Deposit Box?
FOR COMPLETE - COURTEOUS • CONFIDENTIAL
BANKING SERVICES
Bank at

TRI-STATE BANK of MEMPHIS

• 386 Beale Street
•

'Talladega at 'falladeg a• Ala
LeMoyne was founded here by
the AMA in 1870.
I The singers will present sec
;en other choral services at
•
I United Churches of Christ in
Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio
during its week - long spring
The Choral Society of United I tour.
_
Theological Seminary, N e w Judy Cartes of Minneapolis
Brighton, Minn., will be pre- accompanist for the group.
sented by LeMoyne college at
Second Congregational Church,
Walker and McDowell, on Monday evening, March 22, at 7
o'clock.
The performance will be free
Dr. Clifton L. Hall, professor
to the public, according to Dr.
of education at George PeaPaul Hayes, chairman of Lebody Colege, is the next lecturMoyne's Cultural Activities
er scheduled for LeMoyne ColCorn mittee.
ege.
The 29-voice group will be
He speaks March 25 on "The
under direction of Charles E.
Sigmund, adjunct professor of
Southern Educational Renaischurch music at the seminary
sance" and again March 26 on
and assistant director of the
"Southern Education: Some
University of Minnesota
Tasks That Remain."
chorus.
Both lectures will be given
BRIEF SERMON
in the Alumni Room of the HolThe seminary president, Dr.
lis F. Price Library, starting
R. H. Huenemann, is accomat 8 p.m.
panying the choir and will give JOE ENTERS HOSPITAL
Dr. Hall will be the fourth of
a brief sermon in the hourfive scholars scheduled for The
long service of worship.
Former world's heavyweight
The choir is on its annual boxing champion Joe Louis, 50, Alma C. Hanson Memorial Lecspring tour and will present was undergoing a "general tures.
choral services at two other checkup" in Cedars of Lelia.
colleges founded nearly 100 on hospital in liollywood, atyears ago by the American tendants reported. He is exMissionary Association — Tou- pected to remain only a few
galoo at Tougaloo. Miss., and days.

Choral Group To Sing
At Congregational

WHAT IS YOUR BANKING INTEREST?

Phone 527-8478

Member Pederol Deposit Insurance Corporation

Southern Area To
Be Discussed By
Peabody Lecturer

'NOTICE!
All Churches •
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

SPECIAL -SPECIAL - SPECIAL
.63 MUSTANG— Fire Engine Red V-8, 3 in Floor, Just Like the day
bought, Must See To Appreciate
_Must be sacrificed at
57* CADILLAC .
59 CHEV.

.$2195

$395
$595
1095

Emerald Green, Full Power, F.irst Co - e,
First Served
ONLY

60 DODGE
Royal Blue, V-8, Straight Drive, Radio, Heater,
W/W tires. Must see to appreciate. HURRY...

.61 FORD.

.

Convertible, Powder Blue.end Like New
Automatic with the works. SLASH
T 0....

62 PONTIAC
Star Chief, 4 Dr. Hard Top, Honey Beige
Leather let., Full Pwr. &Air. LOOK

with

$1795

57 FORD
Station Wager; Auto 'Trans:, Radio,
Heater, W/W tires. No Money Down.

61 CHEV
Impala Cony. Wht.,Red Leather Int.,Auto. Trans $1595
Rod., Hs,. WW tires.For the young at Heart LOOK

60 PONTIAC
Cotalinn Con, Sharp, Silver, Blk. Too. Leather $
1195
Int. Full pwr. Want to own a Tiger. SEE for....

63 CHEV.

$1695

Bel Air, V.8, St. Stick, Sitting on Ready at an
Unheard of Price of...........

60 PONTIAC
Ventura, 4 Dr.. Hard Top, Full power & Factory
Air Cond. Hurry It Won't be here long At

$

1395 .63 OLDS.
1195 .64 FALCON

Holiday Coupe, Frost White, Maroon Leather
tenor, Automatic .R.H., W.W.T., Sharp

Convertible. 4 in floor.
bought for ONLY

59. CHEV.

Impala Spts. Coupe,V.8. P.ur. GI ide,Red & White
Dynamite. Will not last At
... $1095

-62 OLDS.
Stick, Y-8, $

1695

63 GRAND PRIX
Emerald Green, Full pwr. & Air:Executives
Special and Show Room Fresh

• $2395

58.CHEV.
Station Wagon, Straight Stick "6", Radio, hltr.,
ww tires. Can be bought. No Money Down Notes

Powder

Si

195

Storliner, 2 Dr. H.T. Snow White, Boby
V-8, Auto. ww tires. Priced for QUICK

Blue Int.
SALE

$895

59 T-BIRD •
Sportsman's Special.This beauty has everything $
HURRY

64 PONT. •

,Bonneville Convt..Majestic Blue,'Whit• Top,
-White Leather Interior, Loaded Including Stercoi
- phonic radio 12,000' Act. Miles

1095

$2895
'995

Invicto; 4 Door, Full Power & Air.Whot
been waiting for ONLY
you hone $ 1095

OVER 150 SELECT USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM
MOST CAN BE BOUGHT WITH NO MONEY DOWN
Alb
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CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
6

236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Fre*" Of Any
charges.

24842.2. 2516 Poplar

GL 8-8520

• Can America move ahead
without violence?
• What next in the North?
• What is the South ready
to concede?
• Who speaks for the
Negro?
Plus exclusive color
paintings—suitable for
framing—of Martin Luther
King, Roy Wilkins, James
Farmer and Whitney
Young. Read "The Negro
Now," in

One'

That's why 7 Crown is
'my whiskey'to more people—and
for the very best of reasons.
When better whiskey goes in,
better drinks have to come out.
Say Seagram's and be Sure

•

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
Fill

in

SCHOOL ITEMS
the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you eteekty.

YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address
Number of papers wanted weekly_m_
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

•

Classified Ads.
Special Services

PEST
•EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS

Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

Who
BUY BONDS
speaks for
the Negro?
In nine thought-provoking
pages in LOOK,noted
author Robert Penn
Warren gives a new
insight into the Negro
revolution and its
leadership as he discusses
these questions:

This is
'
The Sure

LOCATIONS
CONVENIENT
WHERE FOLKS OK( YOU
Gil PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE'

HOME FOR SALE

59 BUICK

9 Passenger Wagon, Royal Blue & White, Owners$
Name on request. Areal family car. ONLY

ON.

60 FORD

Country Squire, 9 Poss. A Truly
'Aristocratic
Auto. Like New For

*59 CHEV.

SO

Blue, Con be

60 FORD
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Stories To The

Cond. You $1095

Holiday Coupe, Diamond Black, Only for the
sportsman. Can be bought with NO MONEY DOWN
ond Low Low Notes

Station Wagon, Pearl White; Red Leather
Interior. Auto. Trans. Radio, Heater,
W/W Tires & Air. Cond. Must be Sold This Week.$

Holiday Coupe, Cherry Red, Straight
One of a Kind.. LOO K

Impala, 4 Dr. NT., V-8, Auto., A,.
rust Hurry to get this one AT

Mail In Your News

60 OLDS.
NOTES

63 COMET

GIRL SCOUT SALUTE — For the third consecutive year
Oretha Torrance of Girl Scout Troop 804 at Neshoba Elementary School Germantown, Tennessee has been selected
to represent the Girl Scouts, in observance of Girl Scout
week. In 1963 she represented Brownie Scouts on station
WDIA, 1964 the Junior Scouts on WDIA, and this year she
was selected to appear on station WHF:R. She was successful in selling 72 boxes of Girl Scout cookies. Oretha is very
active and participate in many activities. She Is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Torrance.

•Bi
Hi

For Sale by Owner. Choice Location
3 Bedrooms Fieldstone Home. Larger
Corner Lot. Fenced beck Yard. Come
see anytime. 792 E. McKellar
9464532.

Store For Sale

Help Wanted
FEMALE HELP WANTED
Attractive, intelligent. alert: repo.,"
tativ• for Chtcago •Kenry, 17 No
Stele St.. Suite 1320. Chicago 2, III
100 MAIDS NEEDED NOW
Hihhest salaries. No welting to start
work
No experience neeelkl. Nicest
homeae. SnYoy own room With TV.
Fare advanced, Free gift on arrival.
Meet your Monde here. Peng name sad
phone number of reference immediatety.
ABLE MAIDS AGENCY
163 N. main arse'
Freeport. N. Y.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU •

Salesmen
and
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent acel 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING
OR TYPING. witrrit TO BOX 1041, THE TRLSTATE DEFENDER
WINSTON SALEM, NC. ICNCLOSE 236
South wellington Street
irrA FED SELF-A DDRESSEJ) RNMemphis, Tenn.
VICIA/PN OR 10c COIN FOR REPLY.
MAIDS, GUAR. GOOD NEW YORK
LIVE-IN JOBS. $35-55 PER WE
FARE ADVANCED.
HAROLD EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
BOX at
LliNsmtutrE. N. V.

ATHAN'S
LOAN

N

Help Wanted

GROCERY STORE
Maids, Guaranteed Good New
FOR SALE — BY OWNER
York Live-In Jobs, $35-555
1326 Florida St. WH 2-5886 weekly fare advanced. Harold
Employment Agency, Dept, 22,
G & S Food Store
Large double store—Excel- Lynbrook, New York.
lent location. Good terms to
Light assembly work to do at
responsible a n d reliable
person. For appointment home. Crestline Co. 68-421 Comcall Mrs. Georgia Smith.' mercial. Cathedral City Calif.
Wit 2-5886

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 & 178 SEAL STREET JA 6-5300

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
- _N.v,«,r 162-164-166 BEIg Si.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
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PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype
operators,
proofreaders and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Write, Personnel Dept. e-o
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 10616,
Illinois.

Apts. For Rent
FOR RENT
Newly Decorated Apartment.
1086 Souris Hollavuo
Ames from future branch of Unit
antra nee,
Planter
Bank. Separate
double carport, floor furance heat. No
chi kirso.
$50 Mouth
Call 1711.11713

•

Houses For Sale
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
DARLING HOUSE
• 3 BEDROOMS •
• DEN •
Modern. Eat in kitchen. Plus
car port. $450 down; includes
closing cost. Approximation,
$72 month note.
• Snm n By Appointment •
Call Mrs. Barber Martenn,
398-6618. Mrs. Lealo Hendon
(broker), 1529 Madison Ave.
HOUSE FOR SALE
1957 DELMAR
Two bedrooms, living room and
dining room combination.
ink
$250 DOWN, F.H.A.
91 G-L, PLUS CLOSING re
Mr. James Jones, GL 2-5273
MID TOWN REALTY, 452-3146
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